I. INTRODUCTION: DESIGN WITHOUT A DESIGNER?

Both Darwin himself, and contemporary neo-Darwinists such as Francisco Ayala, Richard Dawkins and Richard Lewontin, acknowledge that biological organisms appear to have been designed by an intelligence. Yet classical Darwinists and contemporary Darwinists alike have argued that what Francisco Ayala calls the “obvious design” of living things is only apparent. As Ayala, 1994 president of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, has explained:

The functional design of organisms and their features would therefore seem to argue for the existence of a designer. It was Darwin’s greatest accomplishment to show that the directive organization of living beings can be explained as the result of a natural process, natural selection, without any need to resort to a Creator or other external agent. ...[Darwin’s] mechanism, natural selection, excluded God as the explanation accounting for the obvious design of organisms.¹

According to Darwin, and his contemporary followers, the mechanism of natural selection acting on random variation suffices to explain the origin of those features of life that once seemed to require explanation by reference to an intelligent designer. Thus, according to Darwinists, the design hypothesis now represents an unnecessary and unparsimonious explanation for the complexity and apparent design of living organisms. On these as well as methodological grounds contemporary biologists have generally excluded the design hypothesis from consideration as an explanation for the origin of biological structure.

Yet does Darwinism, in either its classical or contemporary versions, fully succeed in explaining the origin of biological form and function? Can it explain all evidence of apparent design? Most biologists now acknowledge that the Darwinian mechanism of natural selection acting on random variations can explain small-scale micro-evolutionary changes, such as cyclical variations in the size of the beaks of Galapagos finches or reversible changes in the expression of genes controlling color in English peppered moths.² But what about the origin of the larger-scale innovations in the history of life? What about the origin of completely new organs, body plans and structures? What about the macro-evolutionary innovation to which the fossil record attests? Can Darwinism, or neo-Darwinism, or any other model of evolutionary change, explain the origin of the basic body plans or structural “designs” of animal life, without invoking actual design?

In this paper we test the claims of neo-Darwinism, and another fully naturalistic version of evolutionary theory known as “punctuated equilibrium.” We will do so by
comparing the empirical expectations of these two theories about the history of life against the data of “the Cambrian explosion”—a term that refers to the geologically sudden appearance of at least twenty-five animal body plans 530 million years ago. We shall show that the Cambrian fossil record contradicts the empirical expectations of both these theories in several significant respects. We will further show that neither neo-Darwinism’s selection/mutation mechanism nor punctuated equilibrium’s species selection mechanism can explain the pattern of fossil evidence surrounding the “Cambrian explosion.” Instead, we suggest that actual (that is, intelligent) design explains the origin of the animal body plans in the Cambrian period better than either of the fully naturalistic mechanisms of evolutionary change currently under consideration within the scientific community.

II. THE CAMBRIAN EXPLOSION

The term Cambrian Explosion describes the geologically sudden appearance of multi-cellular animals in the fossil record during the Cambrian period of geologic time. By the close of this event, as many as forty-one separate phyla first made their appearance on earth. Phyla constitute the highest biological categories or taxa in the animal kingdom, with each phylum exhibiting a unique architecture, blueprint or structural body plan. Familiar examples of basic animal body plans are cnidarians (corals and jellyfish), mollusks (squids and shellfish), arthropods (crustaceans, insects, and trilobites), echinoderms (sea star and sea urchins), and the chordates, the phylum to which all vertebrates including humans belong.

The fossils of the Cambrian explosion exhibit several distinctive features. First, as the name implies, the fossils of the Cambrian explosion appear suddenly or abruptly within a very brief period of geologic time. (See Figure 1). As recently as 1992, paleontologists thought the Cambrian period began 570 million years ago (mya) and ended 510 mya, with the Cambrian explosion itself occurring within a 20 to 40 million year window during the lower Cambrian period. In 1993, radiometric dating of zircon crystals from formations just above and just below Cambrian strata in Siberia allowed for a precise recalibration of the age of Cambrian strata. Radiometric analyses of these crystals fixed the start of the Cambrian period at 543 mya and the beginning of the first appearance of the animal phyla (i.e., the Cambrian explosion itself) at 530 mya. (See Figure 2) These studies also showed that Cambrian explosion occurred within an exceedingly narrow window of geologic time, lasting no more than 5 million years. Geologically speaking, 5 million years represents an extremely small fraction of the Earth’s history. As Chinese paleontologist Chen Junyuan has explained, “compared with the 3-plus-billion-year history of life on earth, the period [of the explosion] can be likened to one minute in 24 hours of one day.” Yet almost all the major innovations in the basic architecture of living forms occurred abruptly within just such a small fraction of the earth’s history during the Cambrian. Due to the suddenness of the appearance of animal life in the Cambrian, “the Cambrian explosion” has now earned titles such as “The Big Bang of Animal Evolution” (Scientific American), “Evolution’s Big Bang” (Science), and the “Biological Big Bang” (Science News).
To say that the fauna of the Cambrian period appeared in a geologically sudden manner also implies the absence of clear transitional intermediates connecting the complex Cambrian animals with those simpler living forms found in lower strata. Indeed, in almost all cases, the body plans and structures present in Cambrian period animals have no clear morphological antecedents in earlier strata. Some have argued that perhaps the Ediacaran biota hold some hope in this regard, but as we will show below those hopes now seem remote. Moreover, the origin of the Ediacaran fossils themselves constitute a mystery for precisely the same reason as do the Cambrian fossils, namely, that no clear intermediates exist between the relatively complex Ediacaran animals and the much simpler bacteria and algae that preceded them.

Second, the Cambrian explosion exhibits an extraordinary morphological breadth, and completeness at the phyletic level. Cambrian rocks display at least two-thirds of the basic body plans or architectural designs of the animal kingdom. Representatives of twenty-eight of the forty-two known animal phyla definitely appear by the close of the Cambrian. (Fourteen minor phyla appear later in the fossil record, but for reasons described below almost all of these (as many as thirteen) might also have been present by the close of the Cambrian.) As Valentine, Jablonski and Erwin note, “All living phyla may have originated by the end of the [Cambrian] explosion.” Especially dramatic is the appearance of all the invertebrate phyla with mineralized exoskeletons, including the advanced metazoan such as *Mollusca, Echinodermata* and *Arthropoda*. Trilobites, a subphylum of *Arthropoda*, were highly complex animals whose thoraxes comprised three lobes or sections (a “medial axial ring” and two lateral “pleurae”). The bodies of trilobites were covered by an outer shield-like keratinized exoskeleton, the major piece of which, called a carapace, covered both the head and thorax of these animals. Like modern arthropods, trilobites grew by shedding their carapaces and these cast-off carapaces help to account for the abundance of trilobite fossils. The Chengjiang fauna also contains a number of fossils of now-extinct top-of-the-food-chain predators with exotic names such as *Anomolocaris* (up to six feet in length) (see Figure 3) which, together with spines on the lobopods (see Figure 4) indicate the presence of a complex food web and a diverse ecological community.

Shelled animals leave a far more durable and extensive record than their soft-bodied counterparts. Nevertheless, Cambrian fossil discoveries from both the Burgess shale and from the Lower Cambrian Maotianshan Shale member near Chengjiang, China have also shown exquisitely preserved soft-bodied fauna. The Chengjiang fauna even show many excellent examples of well preserved animals with soft-tissue (animals lacking even a keratinized exoskeleton) including members of still extant phyla such as *Cnidaria, Ctenophora, Annelida, Onycophora, Phoronida* and *Priapulida*. The Burgess Shale of Canada from the middle Cambrian (515 mya) confirms that these phyla were long-lived and geographically widespread.

The Lower Cambrian sediments near Chengjiang have preserved fossils of such excellent quality that soft tissues and organs, such as eyes, intestines, stomachs, digestive glands, sensory organs, epidermis, bristles, mouths and nerves can be observed in detail. Even fossilized embryos of sponges are present in the Precambrian strata near
Chengjiang.\(^{10}\) Cambrian-level strata show the soft body parts of jelly-fish-like organisms (known as *Eldonia*), such as radiating water canals and nerve rings. These fossils even include the gut contents of several different kinds of animals and undigested food residue in their stools.\(^{11}\) The Chengjiang fauna also confirm the presence of animals from the Phylum *Chordata*, including most prominently *Yunnanozoon lividum*, a fusiform eel-shaped animal with, among other features, a digestive tract, branchial archers and a large notocord. Paleontologists also have found many samples of the dorso-ventrally compressed cephalochordate *Pikaia* in the Burgess Shale.\(^{12}\) Additionally, J.Y. Chen and colleagues have recently reported the discovery of a sophisticated craniate-like chordate called *Haikouella lancelota* from the Lower Cambrian Maotianshan Shale in China. According to Chen et al., *Haikouella* has many of the same features of the *Yunnanozoon lividum*, as well as several additional anatomic features including a “heart, ventral and dorsal aorta, an anterior branchial arterial, gill filaments, a caudal projection, a neural cord with a relatively large brain, a head with possible lateral eyes, and a ventrally situated buccal cavity with short tentacles.”\(^{13}\) Lastly, Simon Conway Morris and several Chinese colleagues have made a dramatic find of two small fish fossils, *Myllokunmingia fengjiaoa* and *Haikouichthys ercaicunensis*, suggesting a much earlier appearance for vertebrates than previously thought.\(^{14}\) These specimens resemble hagfishes and Ostracoderms (extinct bony jawless fish) respectively. As noted, in addition to these chordate specimens, the Cambrian fossil record reveals the abrupt appearance of at least two thirds of all the basic body plans of the animal kingdom (three Precambrian phyla pre-existed the Cambrian) in an explosion of creativity some 530 million-years ago.

A third feature of the Cambrian explosion (as well as the subsequent fossil record) bears mentioning. The major body plans that arise in the Cambrian period exhibit considerable morphological isolation from one another (or “disparity”) and then subsequent “stasis.” Though all Cambrian and subsequent animals fall clearly within one of a limited number of basic body plans,\(^{15}\) each of these body plans exhibit clear morphological differences (and, thus, disparity) from the others. The animal body plans (as represented in the fossil record) do not grade imperceptibly one into another, either at a given time or over the course of geological history. Instead, the body plans of the animals characterizing the separate phyla maintain their morphological isolation or disparity from all the other types of animals. They also exhibit a remarkable stability or “stasis” during their time on earth.\(^{16}\) After the major body plans arise in the Cambrian period they maintain their characteristics without any evidence of incremental alteration. This morphological stasis or “lack of directional change” has characterized each of the animal body plans corresponding to the separate phyla since the Cambrian period. In one sense, of course, the morphological stasis of the “phyla” as an abstract morphological unit is unremarkable, since phyla are defined for classificatory purposes by reference to an invariant set of anatomical characteristics. In another sense, however, body plan stasis, as it finds expression in actual animals is quite remarkable, precisely because actual animals naturally do fall within one, and only one, of a disparate but limited number of classificatory categories. While the phyla (as abstract classificatory units) must by definition exhibit stasis, the body plans of actual animals need not obey this definitional
logic. In any case, stasis is also a pervasive characteristic of individual genera and species. The trilobite specialist Niles Eldredge of the American Museum in New York, for example, describes commencing his work in the 1960s on the trilobite genus *Phacops*. Eldredge sampled Middle Devonian strata across the United States, only to discover, that the trilobites did not varying smoothly and gradually between species as he had expected. They too exhibited stasis.

Fourth, the sudden emergence of the various animals of the Cambrian explosion represents a dramatic discontinuous or “quantum” increase in the information content (or specified complexity) of the biological world. For three billion years, or five-sixths of the earth’s history, the biological realm included little more than unicellular bacteria and blue-green algae. During this time some significant increases in complexity did occur. About 2.7 billion years ago more complex eukaryotic cells (cells with nuclei) emerged after nearly 1 billion years of earth’s history in which only prokaryotic cells existed on the earth. About one billion years ago, multi-cellular grade algae appeared, followed by the gradual increase of oxygen in the Earth’s atmosphere. Then beginning about 570 million years ago, the first primitive multi-cellular animals arrived on the scene, including sponges and the peculiar Ediacaran biota. (See Figures 1 and 2.) Forty million years later, the Cambrian explosion occurred. Relative to the rather modest increases in complexity that occurred between the origin of the first life (3.5-3.85 billion years ago) and the first appearance of multi-cellular algae (1 billion years ago), the emergence of the Ediacaran biota (570 million years ago), and then to a much greater extent, the Cambrian explosion (530 million years ago) represent steep climbs up the biological complexity gradient. Indeed, analyzed from an information-theoretic standpoint, the Cambrian explosion in particular represents a remarkable jump in the (specified) information content of the biological world.

One way to measure the increase in the complexity of the animals that appeared in the Cambrian is to assess the number of cell types that are required to build such animals and to compare that number with those creatures that went before. Functionally more complex animals require more cell types to perform their more diverse functions. Each new cell type requires many new and specialized proteins. New proteins in turn require new genetic information encoded in DNA. Thus, an increase in the number of cell types implies (at a minimum) a considerable increase in the amount of specified genetic information. For example, molecular biologists have recently estimated that a minimally complex cell would require between 318 to 562 kilobase pairs of DNA to produce the proteins necessary to maintain life. Yet to build the proteins necessary to sustain a complex arthropod such as a trilobite would require an amount of DNA greater by several orders of magnitude (e.g., the genome size of the worm *Caenorhabditis elegans* is approximately 97 million base pairs while that of the fly *Drosophila melanogaster* (an arthropod), is approximately 120 million base pairs. For this reason, transitions from a single cell to colonies of cells to complex animals represent significant (and in principle measurable) increases in complexity and information content. Even *C. elegans*, a tiny worm about one millimeter long, comprises several highly specialized cells organized into unique tissues and organs with functions as diverse as gathering, processing and digesting...
food, eliminating waste, external protection, internal absorption and integration, circulation of fluids, perception, locomotion and reproduction. The functions corresponding to these specialized cells in turn require many specialized proteins, genes and cellular regulatory systems, representing an enormous increase in specified biological complexity. Figure 5 shows the complexity increase involved as one moves upward from cellular grade to tissue grade to organ grade life forms. Note the jump in complexity required to build complex Cambrian animals starting from, say, sponges in the late Precambrian. As Figure 5 shows Cambrian animals required 50 or more different cell types to function, whereas sponges required only 5 cell types.

III. TESTING THE NEO-DARWINIAN AND PUNCTUATIONALIST MECHANISMS

In the following we will evaluate the efficacy of both neo-Darwinism and punctuated equilibrium as explanations for the Cambrian explosion. We will particularly seek to evaluate the neo-Darwinian mechanism of natural selection acting on random genetic variations by assessing the extent to which this mechanism can explain the key features of the Cambrian fossil record that we have just discussed. We will also test the efficacy of punctuated equilibrium’s “species selection” mechanism in the same way. Because (a) neo-Darwinism especially purports to offer a truly creative mechanism of biological change and because (b) the Cambrian fossils attest not only to small-scale variations but also to large scale innovations in basic body plans, the Cambrian data provide a key test of the efficacy of neo-Darwinism’s mutation/selection mechanism.

Despite the common perception that the fossil record provides confirmation for the neo-Darwinian account of the origin of new biological forms, the data of the Cambrian explosion actually contradict the empirical expectations of neo-Darwinism at nearly every point. According to neo-Darwinism, biological change occurs as natural selection acts on random genetic changes and mutations, selecting those changes that favor the survival of the organisms that possess them. Over time, small-scale advantageous genetic changes accumulate, eventually resulting in large-scale changes in the morphology of organisms. Thus, according to a neo-Darwinian account, biological complexity should accumulate in a gradual bit-by-bit fashion over vast periods of geologic time.

A neo-Darwinian understanding of the mechanism for generating new biological structure generates three specific predictions or empirical expectations concerning the fossil record. Given the operation of the neo-Darwinian mechanism, the fossil record should show: (1) the gradual emergence of biological complexity and the existence of numerous transitional forms leading to new phyla-level body plans; (2) small-scale morphological diversity preceding the emergence of large-scale morphological disparity; and (3) a steady increase in the morphological distance between organic forms over time and, consequently, a steady increase in the number of phyla over time. As noted below, punctuated equilibrium has a very similar set of expectations about what the fossil evidence should show, though, in some cases, its expectations differ in degree from neo-Darwinism’s. We explain and consider each of these predictions or expectations in turn.
III.A. Prediction 1: The Gradual Emergence of Biological Complexity and the Existence of Numerous Transitional Forms Leading to Phyla-Level Body Plans

Charles Darwin regarded the sudden appearance of complex animals such as brachiopods and trilobites in the Cambrian fossil record as a major challenge to his theory. Based on his theory, he “expected to find intervening strata showing fossils of increasing complexity until finally trilobites appeared.”

Darwin realized that building highly complex animals such as trilobites from single-celled organisms by natural selection operating on minute, step-by-step variations would require a multitude of transitional forms and failed biological experiments over vast amounts of geologic time. Accordingly he made the following prediction:

...if the theory be true, it is indisputable that before the lowest Cambrian stratum was deposited, long periods elapsed, as long as, or probably far longer than, the whole interval from the Cambrian age to the present day; and that during these vast, yet quite unknown periods of time, the world swarmed with living creatures.

Darwin’s prediction is significant because of his appreciation of the amount of time that his theory required. Geologists in Darwin’s day employed relative dating methods. They did not yet have modern radiometric methods for determining the “absolute” date of rocks. Nevertheless, Darwin had a clear picture of what his postulated selection/variation mechanism implied about the history of life. On his theory, complex structures could only be built gradually, minute improvement by minute improvement. Thus, natural selection would require vast periods of time to create new biological forms and structures. Even in the 19th century, Darwin understood that this process would take many tens or hundreds of millions of years. Modern neo-Darwinists concur in this view. As noted above, neo-Darwinism envisions minute changes in gene sequences accumulating very slowly as the result of random mutations. Empirically-derived estimates of mutation rates in extant organisms, suggest that the kind of large scale morphological changes that occurred in the Cambrian would have required far more time than the duration of the explosion. As Susumo Ohno has explained:

Assuming a spontaneous mutation rate to be a generous $10^{-9}$ per base pair per year and also assuming no negative interference by natural selection, it still takes 10 million years to undergo 1% change in DNA base sequences. It follows that 6-10 million year in the evolutionary time scale is but a blink of an eye. The Cambrian explosion denoting the almost simultaneous emergence of nearly all the extant phyla of the Kingdom Animalia within the time span of 6-10 million years can’t possibly be explained by mutational divergence of individual gene functions.

In addition to a pattern of gradual change, Darwinist theories anticipate a gradual increase in the complexity and morphological diversity of organisms over time. Clearly,
the fossil record does show an overall increase in the complexity of organisms from Precambrian to Cambrian times. Nevertheless, the fossil record does not show that novel organisms arose gradually, nor does it document the existence of the many intermediates forms that Darwinian gradualism entails. Indeed, since the variation/selection mechanism involves a trial and error process, both Darwinism (and neo-Darwinism) imply that the fossil record should show many transitional organisms and failed experiments. (See Figures 6 and 7). Instead, organisms such as Trilobites (Phylum *Arthropoda*), with their articulated body plans, intricate nervous systems and compound eyes, first appear fully formed at the beginning of the Cambrian explosion along with many other phyla of equal complexity. In the words of Oxford Zoologist Richard Dawkins: “It is as though they [the invertebrate phyla] were just planted there, without any evolutionary history.”

Darwin was, of course, well aware even in the 19th century of the problem that the Cambrian explosion presented for his theory. He stated: “The case at present must remain inexplicable; and may be truly urged as a valid argument against the views here entertained.” Contrary to Darwin’s hope, however, in the 140 years since the publication of the *Origin of Species*, discoveries in paleontology have only made the puzzle of the Cambrian explosion more acute. Not only have expected transitional forms not turned up, but the pattern of the sudden appearance of novel structure has become more pronounced. Massive new fossil discoveries in the rocks of the Burgess Shale in Canada and in the Yuanshan Formation in Chengjiang, China have documented many previously unknown Cambrian phyla, thus only increasing the number of expected and missing transitional intermediates required on a Darwinian account of the emergence of new living forms.

The difficulty posed by the absence of transitional intermediates for both neo-Darwinism and, to a lesser but significant extent, punctuationalist evolutionary theories is illustrated below. The diagrams below graph morphological change versus time. The first diagram shows the Darwinian and neo-Darwinian expectation that changes in morphology should arise gradually as minute micro-evolutionary changes accumulate. This Darwinian commitment to gradual phyletic change via microevolution, produces the classic representation of the history of life as a branching tree. (Figure 8a)

The second diagram (Figure 8b) represents another model of strictly naturalistic evolutionary change as advanced by Niles Eldredge and Stephen J. Gould. This model known as “punctuated equilibrium” was developed during the late 1960s in an attempt to explain (or describe) more accurately the pattern of sudden appearance and “stasis” that paleontologists had long observed in the fossil record. According to the punctuationalists, evolutionary change occurs rapidly often after long periods of what they called “stasis,” periods in which organisms manifest no directional change in their morphology. By repudiating Darwinian gradualism this model specifically sought to account for the absence of transitional forms in the fossil record. Even so, in so far as this model maintained a commitment to the core Darwinian notion of common descent, it too implied that the fossil record should preserve many intermediate forms. The diagram below details how punctuationalists conceive of evolutionary change, and thus also, their expectations for what the fossil record ought to show. According to many
punctuationalists, natural selection functions more as a mechanism for selecting the most fit species rather than the most fit individual among a species. Thus, morphological change should occur in larger, more discrete intervals than traditional Darwinism asserts. Nevertheless, as Figure 8b shows, punctuationalists still envision many transitional forms as a result of a series of rapid evolutionary changes (albeit representing larger jumps in morphology).

The Figure 8c shows the relationship between time and morphology in the actual fossil record. Note that, contrary to the predicted patterns above, the Cambrian radiation and subsequent variation occurs after but not before the basic body plans appear in the fossil record. The fossil record also shows a dearth of transitional intermediates between Cambrian and Precambrian fauna.

Since the late 1960s, paleontologists have recognized that the general absence of transitional forms contradicts the picture of the history of life that neo-Darwinism implies given its commitment to a gradualistic mechanism of evolutionary change. (See Figure 7) Fewer have recognized, however, that the absence of transitional forms also represents a severe (if relatively lesser) difficulty for punctuated equilibrium. Note that both standard neo-Darwinian and more recent punctuationalist versions of evolutionary theory predict (or expect) many more transitional intermediates than the fossil record actually preserves. This constitutes a particular difficulty because of the great number of new phyla represented in the Cambrian. At present, paleontologists lack clear ancestral precursors for the representatives of, not just one new phyla, but virtually all the phyla represented in Cambrian explosion. (See section IV.B below).

In a seminal paper titled “Interpreting Great Developmental Experiments: The Fossil Record,” (from which diagrams A and B above are derived), paleontologists J.W. Valentine and D.H. Erwin question the sufficiency of both evolutionary models discussed above as explanations for the origin of body plans and higher level taxa. They note that “transitional alliances are unknown or unconfirmed for any of the [Cambrian] phyla” and yet “...the evolutionary explosion near the beginning of Cambrian time was real and produced numerous [new] body plans.” Clearly, neo-Darwinism does not explain this pattern. But as Valentine and Erwin point out, neither does punctuated equilibrium. For one thing, they note that the proposed mechanism of punctuated evolutionary change simply would have lacked the raw material upon which to work. As Valentine and Erwin note, the fossil record fails to document a large pool of species prior to the Cambrian. Yet the proposed mechanism of species selection requires just such a pool of species upon which to act. Thus, they conclude that “the probability that species selection is a general solution to the origin of higher taxa is not great...”

Recent work on statistical paleontology by Michael Foote of the University of Chicago, develops a method by which evolutionary models can be tested against several variables. Foote shows that “given estimates of [a] completeness [of the fossil record], [b] median species duration, [c] the time required for evolutionary transitions, and [d] the number of ordinal- or higher-level transitions, we could obtain an estimate of the number of major transitions we should expect to see in the fossil record.” His method provides a way to evaluate as he puts it, “whether the small number of documented major
transitions provides strong evidence against evolution.” Because variables [a], [b] and [d] are reasonably well established, [c] the time required for plausible mechanisms to produce macro-evolutionary transitions, stands as the crucial variable in any such analysis. If the time required to produce major evolutionary change is high, as it is for neo-Darwinian mechanisms of change, then given current estimates of [a], [b], and [d], neo-Darwinism fails to account for the data of the fossil record. Conversely, for punctuated equilibrium to succeed as an explanation for the data of the fossil record, [c] must be very low. In other words, the explanatory success of punctuated equilibrium depends upon the existence of a mechanism that can produce rapid macro-evolutionary change. As Foote and Gould note elsewhere, the punctuationalist model of Cambrian evolution requires a mechanism of unusual “flexibility and speed.” As yet, however, neither Foote, Gould nor anyone else has identified such a mechanism with any genetic or developmental plausibility. Thus, given the current empirical climate, the logic of Foote’s statistical methodology tends to reinforce the earlier work of Valentine and Erwin who concluded that, “neither of the contending theories of evolutionary change at the species level, phyletic gradualism or punctuated equilibrium, seem applicable to the origin of new body plans” and thus, we now require “a [new] theory for the evolution of novelty, not diversity.”

III.B. Prediction 2: Diversity Precedes Morphological Disparity (contra completeness and morphological breadth)

The distinction between small-scale morphological diversity and large-scale morphological novelty (or what taxonomists call “disparity”) raises another key issue. Most biologists today believe that Darwinian mechanisms account for the great diversity of life, by which they often mean the vast numbers of different species in existence. Many fail to ask the question addressed by this paper, “What are the mechanisms to account for disparity?” By disparity, we mean the major differences in morphology, in contrast to minor variations. Specifically, paleontologists use the term “disparity” to measure the major morphological differences between the body plans that correspond to the higher-level taxonomic classifications, whereas they use “diversity” to describe the small-scale variations that correspond to lower-level taxonomic classifications such as species or genera. In other words, disparity refers to life’s basic themes, whereas diversity refers to the variations on those themes.

According to neo-Darwinism, morphological distance between evolving organisms will increase gradually over time as small-scale variations accumulate by natural selection to produce increasingly complex forms and structures (including, eventually, new body plans). Thus, given the neo-Darwinian mechanism one would expect that small-scale differences or “diversity” between species should precede the emergence of morphological disparity between body plans and phyla (see Figures 8 and 9). As Richard Dawkins expresses the point:

What had been distinct species within one genus become, in the fullness of time, distinct genera within one family. Later, families will be found to
have diverged to the point where taxonomists (specialists in classification) prefer to call them orders, then classes, then phyla...Ancestors of two different phyla, say vertebrates and molluscs, which we see as built upon utterly different ‘fundamental body plans’ were once just two species within a genus.  

Indeed, because the selection/variation mechanism operates cumulatively and gradually, the novel body plans that define the different phyla must arise from numerous lower-level speciation events. For this reason, neo-Darwinism expects a “cone of increasing diversity” in which large-scale morphological and taxonomic disparity results from the cumulative effects of many small-scale speciation events.  

Darwin himself made this point in the *Origin*. Explaining his famous diagram (Figure 9) illustrating the theory of common descent, Darwin described how higher taxa should emerge from lower taxa by the accumulation of numerous slight variations. As he said:

> the diagram illustrates the steps by which small differences distinguishing varieties are increased into larger differences distinguishing species. By continuing the process for a greater number of generations we get eight species...  

He went on:

> I see no reason to limit the process of modification, as now explained, to the formation of [species and] genera alone. These two groups of genera will thus form two distinct families, or orders, according to the amount of divergent modification supposed to be represented in the diagram.  

Thus, Darwin described small-scale variations producing new species, genera, and orders. This process would doubtless, on a Darwinian view, continue until it produced new phyla as well. For both classical Darwinism and neo-Darwinism, diversity must precede disparity. Phyla-level differences in body plans must emerge, therefore, only after species, genus and class-level differences appear.  

Though advocates of punctuationalist change envision morphological distance arising in larger more discrete intervals (due to species selection) than do classical neo-Darwinists, they too see phyla-level differences arising cumulatively starting from lower level taxonomic differences between evolving forms. In order words, punctuated equilibrium also predicts morphological diversity preceding disparity (as Figure 8b also shows). Thus, for both current evolutionary models, novel body plans (disparity) are built bottom-up as the result of many smaller-scale genetic changes (i.e., diversity).  

The actual pattern in the fossil record, however, contradicts this prediction. (See Figures 10). Instead of showing a gradual “bottom-up” origin of the basic body plans, where smaller-scale diversification or speciation precedes the advent of large-scale
morphological disparity, disparity precedes diversity. Indeed, the fossil record shows a “top-down” pattern in which morphological disparity between many separate body plans emerges suddenly and prior to the occurrence of species-level (or higher) diversification on those basic themes. (See Figures 8c and 10). As science writer Roger Lewin has noted:

Several possible patterns exist for the establishment of higher taxa, the two most obvious of which are the bottom-up and the top-down approaches. In the first, evolutionary novelties emerge, bit by bit. The Cambrian explosion appears to conform to the second pattern, the top-down effect.40

Or as Erwin, Valentine, and Sepkowski note in their study of well-skeletonized marine invertebrates:

Most higher taxa were built from the top down, rather than from the bottom up. The fossil record suggests that the major pulse of diversification of phyla occurs before that of classes, classes before that of orders, orders before that of families. The higher taxa do not seem to have diverged through an accumulation of lower taxa.41

In other words, instead of numerous species and other representatives of lower-level taxa appearing first, building to the disparity of higher taxa, the highest taxonomic differences (i.e., those between phyla) appear first (instantiated by very few species-level representatives) followed later by class level differences, order level differences and so on.

In another article in Science entitled “A Lopsided Look at Evolution,”42 Roger Lewin documents this unanticipated pattern in the fossil record. He also quotes David Jablonski of the University of Chicago and David Bottjer of the University of Southern California as saying “The most dramatic kinds of evolutionary novelty, major innovations, are among the least understood components of the evolutionary process.”43 He thus concluded that “the most obvious message is that a simple extrapolation from one level to another is an unlikely explanation of evolutionary innovation at the different levels.”44 In other words, the neo-Darwinian mechanisms responsible for micro-evolutionary change cannot be extrapolated to explain macro-evolutionary innovation, including the origin of major body plans in the Cambrian period.

III.C. Prediction Number 3: The morphological distance between organic forms and thus the number of phyla will increase gradually over time.

According to Darwinism, neo-Darwinism and punctuated equilibrium, the fossil record should exhibit another feature. As we have seen the neo-Darwinian mechanism and the punctuationalist mechanism (of species selection) imply that the morphological distance between organisms will increase gradually over time. Thus, both these mechanisms should produce a steadily increasing number of new body plans, or phyla,
over time. Borrowing from Darwin’s predictions on the emergence of species (see above), we can express graphically the idealized expectation of the neo-Darwinian (and the punctuationalist) model concerning the appearance of phyla over time (see Figure 11). As can be seen, for both these evolutionary models the number of new phyla should increase in a steady logarithmic fashion as members of one phylum diversify and give rise to new phyla.

Figures 12a and 12b graph numerically the first appearance of all animal phyla over geological time. Figure 12a graphs the first appearance of animal phyla based solely on the present body of paleontological evidence. Figure 12b graphs the total number of phyla that are often assumed to have had their first appearance in the Cambrian based on either evolutionary or geological/environmental considerations or both. Many of the phyla that first appear in the fossil record after the Cambrian are less complex than the phyla that first appear in the Cambrian. Since standard evolutionary reasoning assumes that complexity evolves from simplicity and, not generally, the reverse, many neo-Darwinists and punctuationalists have assumed that these simpler phyla must have been present in the Cambrian. Additionally, theoretically independent factors such as organism size, lifestyle, habitat, depositional environment and the presence or absence of mineralized hard parts, affect the likelihood of preservation. Many of the organisms representing phyla that first appear after the Cambrian, or which have no fossil record at all, have one or more features that render their preservation unlikely. Thus, these factors suggest, independent of evolutionary assumptions, reasons for suspecting a Cambrian appearance for many of the phyla that first appear in the fossil record later. Indeed, only one of the fourteen post-Cambrian phyla (phylum Acanthocephala—gut parasites of vertebrates) can be definitively excluded from a Cambrian first appearance given present knowledge.

Of course, how one weighs and assesses these various factors will result in differing estimates for the number of phyla that first appear during the Cambrian. Values ranging from 60% to 95% of all phyla are consistent with existing data. Though we are skeptical of strictly presuppositionally driven arguments, we do favor, on geological and environmental grounds, estimates that tend toward the mid to high end of this range. Nevertheless, Figures 10a and 10b graph phyletic first appearance at both extremes of this range in order to show that, however one assesses the various factors discussed above, the empirical expectations of neo-Darwinism and punctuated equilibrium do not conform to paleontological evidence concerning phyletic first appearance. Indeed, rather than conforming to neo-Darwinian and punctuationalist expectations of a steadily increasing number of phyla over geologic time, the fossil record shows a very different pattern; namely, a sudden burst of phyletic first appearance in the Cambrian, followed either by (as in 10a) a few small subsequent bursts (involving simple, phyla), or (as in 10b) a nearly complete quiescence of phyletic first appearance after the Cambrian. Indeed, for 525 million years after the Cambrian explosion, and for three billion years before it, the fossil record does not show anything like a steadily increasing number of new phyla. Nor can the sudden explosive appearance of between 25 and 38 new phyla within a five million year window during the Cambrian period fit the pattern of steady
increase that one would expect given either of the two current evolutionary models.

We have provided two other graphs that reinforce these points. Several animal phyla actually comprise several separate subphyla. These sub-phyla represent major morphological divisions within their respective phyla (distinctions even greater than those seen between classes). Since we can regard subphyla as nearly equivalent to phyla, we have also graphed Figures 11a and 11b to show the stratigraphic first appearance, and presumed first appearance, not only for all the animal phyla, but also for the eighteen animal subphyla. Figure 13a graphs the first appearance of the phyla and subphyla on strictly empirical grounds. Figure 13b graphs the presumed first appearance of the phyla and subphyla conceding the most favorable estimates taking the other considerations discussed above into account. Again we see, to an even more pronounced degree, that the pattern first appearance (of the phyla and sub-phyla) contradicts that predicted by both the neo-Darwinian and punctuationalist mechanisms.

III.D. Summary Assessment

When we compare the pattern of fossilization in the actual fossil record to the expected pattern given the neo-Darwinian mechanism, we encounter significant dissonance. Neither the pace, nor the mode of evolutionary change match neo-Darwinian expectations. Indeed, the neo-Darwinism mechanism cannot explain the geologically sudden origin of the major body plans to which the term “the Cambrian explosion” principally refers. Further, the absence of plausible transitional organisms, the pattern of disparity preceding diversity and the pattern of phyletic first appearance all run counter to the neo-Darwinian predictions or expectations. Only the overall increase in complexity from the Precambrian to the Cambrian conforms to neo-Darwinian expectations. Though, as we have seen, the newer punctuationalist model of evolutionary change appears more consonant with some aspects of the Cambrian/Precambrian fossil record, it too fails to account for the extreme absence of transitional intermediates, the inverted cone of diversity and the pattern of phyletic first appearance. Furthermore, punctuated equilibrium lacks a sufficient mechanism to explain the origin of the major body plans in the Cambrian strata.

These problems underscore a more significant theoretical difficulty for evolutionary theory generally, namely, the insufficiency of attempts to extrapolate micro-evolutionary mechanisms to explain macro-evolutionary development. As developmental biologists Gilbert, Opitz, and Raff have noted:

The Modern Synthesis is a remarkable achievement. However, starting in the 1970’s, many biologists began questioning its adequacy in explaining evolution. Genetics might be adequate for explaining microevolution, but microevolutionary changes in gene frequency were not seen as able to turn a reptile into a mammal or to convert a fish into an amphibian. Microevolution looks at adaptations that concern only the survival of the fittest, not the arrival of the fittest.
Or as Roger Lewin stated in his summary of the historic Chicago “Macroevolution” Conference in 1980:

The central question of the Chicago conference was whether the mechanisms underlying microevolution can be extrapolated to explain the phenomena of macroevolution. At the risk of doing violence to the position of some people at the meeting, the answer can be given as a clear, No. 49

The origin of major innovations and complexity are increasingly recognized as unsolved problems for all fully naturalistic versions of evolutionary theory, and biologists, especially developmental biologists, are beginning an intensive search for solutions. 50 Before considering whether intelligent design should be considered in this search, we will consider some objections to arguments that we have marshaled against the adequacy of neo-Darwinism and punctuated equilibrium.

IV. OBJECTIONS

IV.A. The Artifact Theory: Is The Cambrian Explosion Real?

Many have argued that absence of Precambrian transitional intermediates does not disconfirm neo-Darwinian predictions, but instead testifies to the incompleteness of the fossil record. Indeed, the difference between what the fossil record shows and what neo-Darwinism implies that it should show has led many to question, not the neo-Darwinian mechanism, but the fossil record. Initially, however, Darwinists adopted a different approach. For many decades after the publication of the Origin of Species, paleontologists sympathetic to Darwin’s theory sought to find the missing ancestors of the Cambrian animals. The search for the missing fossils in Precambrian formations all over the world resulted in universal disappointment. Maintaining Darwin’s theory, therefore, eventually required formulating ad hoc hypotheses to account for the absence of ancestral and transitional forms. Various hypotheses were proposed to explain the missing ancestors, all falling under the heading of the “artifact theory.” The artifact theory holds that the fossil ancestors existed, but for various reasons were not preserved in an “imperfect and biased” fossil record. On this theory, the absence of the fossil ancestors represents “an artifact” of incomplete sampling, a not accurate representation of the history of life. Gaps in the fossil record are apparent, not real.

A popular version of the artifact theory was proposed by the prominent American geologist, Charles Walcott, in the early 1900s. Taking his lead from Darwin, Walcott proposed a so-called “Lipalian interval.” According to Walcott, the ancestors of trilobites first lived and evolved at a time when the Precambrian seas had receded from the land masses. Then, at the beginning of the Cambrian, the seas again rose, covering the continents, and depositing the (then) recently evolved trilobites. According to Walcott, ancestral trilobites did exist, but were not fossilized in terrestrial sediments until the beginning of the Cambrian. Before the Cambrian, during a period of recession of seas,
trilobites (and their ancestral forms) were being deposited only in deep-sea sediments. Thus, he argued that paleontologists should not expect to find fossilized trilobites in terrestrial strata, but only in the marine sediments that were, in Walcott’s time, inaccessible to paleontology. The Lipalian interval hypothesis had the advantage of accounting for the sudden appearance of the trilobites and the absence of ancestral and transitional forms. Moreover, it could be tested, at least once off-shore drilling technology advanced to allow for the sampling of the buried offshore sedimentary rocks. Unfortunately for Walcott’s hypothesis, such technology has now been developed and offshore drilling cores have repeatedly failed to verify the existence of the predicted Precambrian fossils.

Various other forms of “missing strata” hypotheses have been proposed over the years to explain the missing ancestors. Some have claimed that rocks containing the requisite Precambrian transitional fossils have been metamorphosed or melted beyond recognition. Others have claimed that major evolutionary innovation occurred during periods in which sedimentary deposition had ceased. Advocates of these hypotheses abandoned them, however, once geologists began to uncover extensive Precambrian sedimentary deposits that again failed to document the existence of plausible ancestors for the complex Cambrian animals.

Proponents of the artifact theory have advanced other explanations. One asserts that the Precambrian ancestors of the Cambrian animals lacked hard parts such as shells and exoskeletons. Thus, we should not expect to find remains of these ancestral forms in the fossil record. While clearly the fossil record does not preserve soft body parts of organisms as frequently as hard body parts, it has preserved enough soft body animals and organs to render this version of the artifact theory suspect. Indeed, several phyla are known to have entirely soft-bodied representatives in the Cambrian. Even so, none of the Precambrian organisms present in Chengjiang represent plausible transitional intermediates to representatives of the Cambrian phyla. In each case the jump in complexity (as measured by the number of cell types, for example) and the morphological disparity between the Precambrian and Cambrian organisms appears far too great.

Furthermore, the postulation of exclusively soft-bodied ancestors for hard-bodied Cambrian organisms seems implausible on anatomical grounds. Many phyla such as brachiopods could have not evolved their soft parts first and then added shells later, since their survival depends in large part upon their ability to protect their soft parts from hostile environmental forces. Instead, soft and hard parts had to arise together. As Valentine notes for the brachiopod, “the brachiopod Bauplan cannot function without a durable skeleton.” To admit that hard-bodied Cambrian animals had not yet evolved their hard-bodied parts in the Precambrian effectively concedes that credible precursor animals themselves had not yet evolved. As Chen and Zhou explain:

“animals such as brachiopods and most echinoderms and mollusks cannot exist without a mineralized skeleton. Arthropods bear jointed appendages and likewise require a hard, organic or mineralized outer covering. Therefore the existence of these organisms in the distant past should be
recorded either by fossil tracks and trails or remains of skeletons. The observation that such fossils are absent in Precambrian strata proves that these phyla arose in the Cambrian.65

Others have explained the absence of transitional organisms as the result of their putatively tiny size. Some have even suggested that transitionals only existed in the larval stage.66 While possible perhaps, it should be noted that cells of filamentous microorganisms (interpreted as cyanobacteria) have been discovered and documented in the Warrawoona Group strata of Western Australia. These microfossils, found in bedded carbonaceous cherts, are estimated to be between 3.3 billion to 3.5 billion-years-old.61 Species of single-celled algae and the appearance of cells with a nucleus about 2.7 billion-years-ago have been well documented in the fossil record.62 If paleontologists can find minuscule single cells in formations which are far older (and therefore far rarer due to the greater likelihood of tectonic destruction), it would seem that the allegedly tiny fossil precursors of the Cambrian animals should have been found somewhere in the over 500 million years of sedimentary strata below the Cambrian. Moreover, as already noted, the Precambrian rocks in China beneath the Chengjiang biota clearly reveal the presence of tiny sponge embryos63 at the very earliest stages of cell division. Again, if fossils have revealed such tiny features in Precambrian strata, why have they not turned up any of the allegedly miniature transitional or ancestral forms of Cambrian animals?

Of course, there are good reasons why many organisms do not appear in the fossil record, even though they may have existed long before present times. In our discussions above of the completeness of the Cambrian fossil record and the pattern of phyletic first appearance we noted as much. Nevertheless, the factors that render preservation unlikely in general do not help to account for the specific absence of Precambrian ancestral forms. We know that near-shore sands do not favor preservation of detail, let alone the fine detail of very small organisms a millimeter or less in length. Similarly, paleontologists rarely find the remains of parasites that live in the soft tissues of other organisms, (indeed, parasitic organisms represent several of the phyla that have no fossil record).64 Even so, such considerations do little to bolster the artifact hypothesis. The carbonates, phosphorates, and shales of the Precambrian strata beneath the Chengjiang fauna, for example, would have provided moderate to very favorable depositional environments in Precambrian times. Yet these strata do not preserve plausible ancestral forms for any of the animals in the Cambrian beds of the Chengjiang. Advocates of the artifact hypothesis need to show, not just that certain factors discourage preservation in general (which is not disputed), but that these factors were ubiquitous in Precambrian depositional environments worldwide. If near shore sands characterized all Precambrian sedimentary deposits, then paleontologists would not expect to find any ancestral, or at least any tiny ancestral, forms for the Cambrian animals. Yet clearly this is not the case. Precambrian strata include many types of sediments that can preserve animal remains in fine detail. Yet no forms plausibly ancestral to the metazoan animals have been found in such beds.

The implausibility of the artifact hypotheses in its various manifestations has been reinforced by recent work in statistical paleontology. University of Chicago
paleontologist Michael Foote\textsuperscript{65} has shown that new fossil discoveries have repeatedly fallen into existing taxonomic groups. This pattern of discovery suggests that the fossil record is, at best, curiously selective in its incompleteness. Though the record amply documents the organisms corresponding to the branches on the Darwinian tree of life, it inexplicably (from a neo-Darwinian point of view) fails to preserve the organisms required to connect the branches (i.e., those corresponding to the nodes). As more and more fossil finds fall within existing phyletic groups, it seems less and less likely that the absence of morphologically intermediate forms reflects a bias in sampling. In other words, Foote’s analysis suggests the extreme improbability of discovering enough fossils representing previously unrepresented taxonomic categories to close the morphological distance between the Cambrian forms. Instead, Foote argues based on sampling theory that “we have a representative sample of morphological diversity and therefore we can rely on patterns documented in the fossil record.”\textsuperscript{66} As he concludes, “although we have much to learn about the evolution of form, in many respects our view of the history of biological diversity is mature.”\textsuperscript{67}

IV.B. The Ediacaran/Vendian Radiation

As we have seen above, some have attempted to defend neo-Darwinism by questioning the completeness of the fossil record. Nevertheless, others have defended it by accepting the testimony of the fossil record, but by denying that the record fails to reveal ancestral forms. Recently, a few biologists have suggested that an enigmatic group of multi-cellular organisms known as the Ediacaran fauna might represent transitional intermediates to the Cambrian animals—a kind of “fuse” on the Cambrian explosion.

The Ediacaran fauna derive its name from its most notable locality, the Ediacaran hills in the outback of Southwestern Australia. Some paleontologists also refer to the Ediacaran fauna as the Vendian fauna (for the name of the late Precambrian period of geological time in which it first appeared) or Vendobionta. Paleontologists have made additional discoveries of the Ediacaran fauna in England, Newfoundland, the White Sea in northwestern Russia, and the Namibian desert in southern Africa, thus suggesting a near world wide distribution of these organisms during the Vendian (i.e., the late Precambrian). While these fossils were originally dated at between 700 million and 640 million-years old, volcanic ash beds both below and above the Namibian site have recently provided more accurate radiometric dates. These studies fix the date for the first appearance of the Ediacaran at 565 mya, and the last appearance at the Cambrian boundary about 543 mya.\textsuperscript{68}

The Ediacaran fauna comprise three types of fossils all of which first appeared between 565 and 543 mya. The first includes a strange group of organisms such as the flat, air mattress-like \textit{Dickinsonia} and the enigmatic \textit{Spriginna} with it’s elongate and segmented body and possible head shield. These organisms are at least mostly soft-bodied and large enough to identify with the naked eye. The second group of fossils include trace fossils (the possible remains of animal activity) such as tracks, burrows and fecal pellets. These may represent the remains of primitive worm-like creatures or primitive mollusks. The third group of fossils may actually represent body fossils of
primitive mollusks. Indeed, a recent discovery in the cliffs along the White Sea in Northwest Russia provides support for the existence of mollusks in the Ediacaran. There, Russian scientists have discovered 35 distinctive specimens of *Kimberella*, a simple animal form. These new White Sea specimens, dated at 550 Mya, show that *Kimberella* “had a strong, limpet like shell, crept along the sea floor, and resembled a mollusk.”\(^{69}\) Paleontologist Douglas Erwin of the Smithsonian Institution in Washington D. C. has commented that “its the first animal that you can convincingly demonstrate is more complicated than a flatworm.”\(^{70}\) Radula-style sea floor tracks from Precambrian sediments in both Canada and Australia have been attributed to mollusks and *Kimberella* may well be the track maker.\(^{71}\) The authors of the original descriptive paper in *Nature*, Mikhail Fedonkin from the Russian Academy of Sciences and Benjamin Waggoner from University of California at Berkeley, conclude on the basis of their finds that “metazoan triploblastic lineages, including ‘molluscan-grade bilaterians’, began to diversify before the beginning of the Cambrian.”\(^{72}\)

Though fascinating, the presence of the Ediacaran fauna in the fossil record does not significantly diminish the difficulty of accounting for the Cambrian explosion on either a neo-Darwinian or punctuationalist model. First, with the exception of *Kimbrella*, the body plans of the visible fossilized organisms (as opposed to trace fossils) bear no clear relationship to any of the organisms in the Cambrian explosion (or thereafter).\(^{73}\) Indeed, some scientists doubt that organisms such as *Dickinsonia* even belong in the animal Kingdom.\(^{74}\) As Erwin, Valentine and Jablonski have noted:

> Although the soft-bodied fossils that appear about 565 million years ago are animal-like, their classifications are hotly debated. In just the past few years these [Ediacaran] fossils have been viewed as protozoans; as lichens; as close relatives of the cnidarians; as a sister group to cnidarians plus all other animals; as representatives of more advanced, extinct phyla; and as representatives of a new kingdom entirely separate from the animals. Still other specialists have parcelled the fauna out among living phyla, with some assigned to the Cnidaria and others to the flatworms, annelids, arthropods and echinoderms. *This confusing state of affairs arose because these body fossils do not tend to share definitive anatomical details with modern groups, and thus the assignments must be based on vague similarities of overall shape and form, a method that has frequently proved misleading in other cases.*\(^{75}\) [Emphasis Added]

Second, even granting the most optimistic estimates of the significance of trace fossils, the Ediacaran fauna represent very few types of animals, three (or at most four) phyla (mollusca, porifera and possibly cnidaria and a worm phylum\(^{76}\)). Though the *Dickinsonia* and other similar organisms may have too many morphological dissimilarities with known Cambrian animals to qualify as probable ancestral forms, some have argued that the organisms responsible for Ediacaran trace fossils may tell a different story. They note that Ediacaran trace fossils consist of surface tracks and burrows, along with fecal
pellets, which, though small, could only have been made by animal organisms of a relatively high degree of differentiation. Thus, some have argued that these trace fossils suggest the existence of organisms with a head and tail, nervous systems, a muscular body wall allowing creeping or burrowing, and a gut with mouth and anus. These inferred physical characteristics would indicate organisms of “organ grade” complexity, above that of flatworms. Some paleobiologists have speculated that the tracks, burrows and feeding trails indicate the existence of two (probably mollusca and a worm phyla) or so types of animals prior to the Cambrian.

Much of the discussion about trace fossils is, of course, necessarily speculative. Nevertheless, even on the most optimistic interpretation, these remains suggest the existence of no more than two or so animal body plans (of largely unknown characteristics). Thus, the Ediacaran data taken as a whole hardly establishes the existence of the wide variety of transitional intermediates that neo-Darwinism and punctuated equilibrium require in order explain the origin of the animal phyla in the Cambrian. First, even if one grants that representatives of three phyla did exist in the Ediacaran, it does not follow that these forms were transitional intermediates. Some were, or may have been, representatives of known Cambrian phyla, thus demonstrating not a gradual transformation, but instead only the earlier appearance of a few previously known phyla. Further, the Cambrian attests to organisms representing at least twenty-eight phyla. In the best case, the Ediacaran organisms represent ancestral forms for, at most, just a few (three or four) Cambrian animals. This leaves nearly ninety percent of the Cambrian phyla with no such ancestors in the Precambrian rocks.

There is another reason that the Ediacaran fauna does not make it easier for neo-Darwinism to explain the pattern of appearance in the fossil record. The Ediacaran fauna themselves evidence a puzzling discontinuous increase in specified biological complexity, though not one nearly great enough (or of the right kind) to account for the Cambrian explosion. Prior to the appearance of Ediacaran organisms such as *Kimbrella* and *Dickinsonia* (and sponges which appear only slightly earlier), the only living forms documented in the fossil record for over three billion years are one-celled organisms and colonial algae. The emergence of primitive molluscs, the two-dimensional animal-like *Dickinsonia*, and worms (as attested by trace fossils) represents, therefore, a significant discontinuous increase in the information content or specified complexity of the biological world, not unlike that evidenced in the Cambrian explosion itself (though of a much lesser degree).

Thus, the Ediacaran may attest to a separate sudden increase in biological complexity with the emergence of a few true animal forms (representing phylum *Mollusca* and possibly *Cnidaria* and a worm phylum) within a short window of geological time (less than 15 million years) following roughly three billion years in which only bacteria and algae inhabited the earth. The complexity jump required by the appearance of true animals in this short period of time again appears to exceed the explanatory resources of either the selection/mutation or the species selection mechanism (see discussion in Section V.A below). Thus, the appearance of the Ediacaran fauna does not solve the problem of
the sudden increase in biological complexity during the Cambrian, it constitutes another, though lesser, manifestation of the same problem in the earlier strata of the Vendian.

Finally, even if one regards the appearance of the Ediacaran animals as a kind of “fuse” on the Cambrian explosion, the total time encompassed by the Vendian and Cambrian radiations still remains exceedingly brief relative to neo-Darwinian expectations and requirements. Only forty million years elapsed between the beginning of the Vendian radiation (565 Mya) and the end of the Cambrian explosion (525 Mya). This represents about 7% of the time that modern neo-Darwinists expect for the development of complex animals from their alleged common ancestor (see discussion of deep divergence below), and, by nearly all accounts, far less time than the selection/mutation mechanism would require to build such animals (see Section V.A below). Until recently radiometric studies had estimated the duration of the Cambrian radiation itself at 40 million years, a period of time so brief, geologically speaking, that paleontologists had dubbed it an “explosion.” The relative suddenness of this event, even on the earlier measure of its duration, had already raised serious questions about the adequacy of the neo-Darwinian mechanism. Treating the Vendian and the Cambrian radiations as one continuous evolutionary event, (itself a dubious assumption), only returns the problem to its earlier (pre-Zircon re-dating) status—hardly a positive state of affairs for advocates of neo-Darwinism.

IV.C. The Deep Divergence Hypothesis

Recently, evolutionary biologists have attempted to defend neo-Darwinism against the evidential challenge of the fossil record in another way. Some evolutionary biologists have denied the explosive character of the Cambrian radiation and postulated a long period of undetected or cryptic evolution in the pre-Cambrian, beginning from a common ancestor, some 1.2 billion years ago. To support these claims, these biologists have asserted the primacy of molecular data over the evidence of the fossil record itself. In particular, a recent study of molecular sequence data by Gregory A. Wray, Jeffrey S. Levinton, and Leo H. Shapiro, entitled "Molecular Evidence for Deep Precambrian Divergences Among Metazoan Phyla" 80, purports to provide compelling molecular evidence for a common ancestor of the Cambrian phyla dating from 1.2 billion years ago (or nearly 700 million years before the Cambrian radiation). Wray et. al. suggest that the evolution of the Cambrian phyla continued at a steady pace for nearly 700 million years from this "deep divergence" point until the Cambrian animals first appeared in the fossil record 530 million years ago. They then explain the absence of ancestral forms using a version of the artifact theory, namely, that Precambrian ancestors existed in an exclusively soft-bodied form until the Cambrian explosion occurred.

Wray et. al. support their fundamental claim about the deep divergence of animal evolution 1.2 billion years ago on the basis of molecular sequence comparisons. Specifically, they compared the degree of difference between the amino acid sequences of seven proteins (ATP-ase, cytochrome c, cytochrome oxidase I and II, alpha and beta hemoglobin, and NADH I) derived from several different modern animals representing five Cambrian phyla (annelids, arthropods, mollusks, chordates and echinoderms). They also compared the nucleotide base sequences of a ribosomal RNA (18S rRNA) from the
same animal representatives of the same five phyla. Assuming that the degree of difference in sequencing reflects the amount of time that has elapsed since different animals began to diverge from each other, Wray et al. determine a date for the common ancestor from which the evolution of the Cambrian animals began. Their analysis places the common ancestor from which all animal forms diverged at nearly 700 million years before the Cambrian explosion. Their analysis implies a very ancient or (stratigraphically) "deep" divergence of the animal forms, in opposition to those who claim that the Cambrian animals appeared suddenly. Indeed, a major purpose of the study of Wray, et al. was to disconfirm the traditional view "that the animal phyla diverged in an 'explosion' near the beginning of the Cambrian period." They argue rather that "all mean divergence time estimates between these four phyla and chordates, based on all seven genes, substantially predate the beginning of the Cambrian period." And, they conclude, "[o]ur results cast doubt on the prevailing notion that the animal phyla diverged explosively during the Cambrian or late Vendian, and instead suggest that there was an extended period of divergence during the mid-Proterozoic, commencing about a billion years ago."

From a neo-Darwinian point of view, the results of Wray's study seem almost axiomatic, since the neo-Darwinian mechanism would require extensive amounts of time to produce the specified complexity present in the Cambrian strata. As Andrew Knoll, a Harvard paleontologist, has stated, "The idea that animals should have originated much earlier than we see them in the fossil record is almost inescapable." Nevertheless, the "deep divergence" hypothesis suffers from several severe difficulties. First, the postulation of an extensive 700 million year period of undetectable evolution (from a paleontological point of view) remains highly problematic. As noted above, the preservation of numerous soft-bodied Cambrian animals, as well as Precambrian embryos and microorganisms (the latter dating from 3.5 billion years), undermines the plausibility of those versions of the artifact theory that invoke an extensive period of soft-bodied evolution as the reason for an absence of Precambrian transitional intermediates. Moreover, the existence of exclusively soft-bodied ancestors for hard bodied Cambrian forms remains anatomically implausible as noted earlier. A brachiopod cannot survive without its shell. Nor can an arthropod (e.g., a crab or an insect) exist without its exoskeleton. Any plausible ancestor to such organisms should have had hard body parts to fossilize, yet none have been found in the Precambrian.

The analysis of Wray et al. has a second difficulty: it results vary dramatically from other similar sequence comparisons. In a more recent publication, Ayala et al. have recalculated the divergence times, using the same protein-coding genes as Wray et al. (but eliminating 18S rRNA, an RNA-coding gene, because of problems with obtaining a reliable alignment), and adding an additional 12 protein-coding genes. Correcting what they argue are "a host of statistical problems" in the Wray et al. study, Ayala and colleagues found that their own estimates "are consistent with paleontological estimates"—not with the deep divergence hypothesis. "Extrapolating to distant times from molecular evolutionary rates estimated within confined data-sets," note Ayala et al., "are fraught with danger."
Nevertheless, to the extent that such estimates can be made, contend Ayala et al., their results correspond with the standard paleontological estimates.

Third, all analyses of sequence data make assumptions that raise serious questions about their reliability as indicators of very ancient common ancestors. For example, all sequence analyses assume, rather than demonstrate, the doctrine of common descent. By assuming that sequence differences reflect the amount of time that has passed since different animals began to diverge from a common ancestor, molecular studies clearly presuppose that some such ancestor existed. In effect, sequence analyses calculate how long ago a common ancestor for two (or more) organisms might have existed—if one assumes that some such organism must have existed. These analyses also presuppose that mutation rates of organisms remained relatively constant throughout geological time.

Both these assumptions are problematic.

First, whether the Cambrian animals had a common ancestor is part of the point at issue, or should be. The fossil record taken at face value certainly provides no evidential basis for this claim. To invoke molecular analyses that presuppose a common ancestor as evidence for such an entity only begs the question. Perhaps the Precambrian rocks do not record transitional intermediates and ancestors for Cambrian animals because none existed. Citing sequence analyses that employ a tacitly neo-Darwinian assumption to legitimate an explicitly neo-Darwinian claim does not provide evidential warrant for the claim. Certainly, it provides no reason for privileging molecular evidence over fossil evidence.

Second, the basic housekeeping proteins (and ribosomal RNAs) that Wray et al. analyzed would have had little role in the origin of novel body plans. Nearly all of the proteins analyzed by Wray et al. are found in any organism, from the simplest one-celled prokaryotes or protists (eukaryotes) to multi-cellular animals. Any evolution that these proteins might have undergone (over whatever duration of time) could not have caused higher level body plans to differentiate, since such differentiation involves, at the very least, morphological regulator proteins (such as DNA binding proteins) that Wray et al. did not analyze. As Johns and Miklos have noted elsewhere “changes in . . . structural genes are unlikely to have anything to do with the production of [major] morphological change.” The kinds of proteins that Wray et al. did analyze simply do not suffice to explain body plan formation. Yet Wray et al. use their analyses of the differences between these molecules to make a claim about the time at which body plans began to diverge.

Third, even if one assumes that the extrapolation of micro-evolutionary Darwinian processes over time can account for the emergence of novel proteins and body plans, one cannot assume that the protein molecular clock ticks at a constant rate. Unlike radiometric clocks, molecular clocks depend upon a whole host of contingent factors, both biological and environmental. As Valentine, Jablonski and Erwin note: “different genes in different clades evolve at different rates, different parts of genes evolve at different rates and, most importantly, rates within clades have changed over time.” Moreover, many environmental factors influence mutation rates, including the many catastrophic events that have often punctuated the geologic record. The mutation rate can greatly increase
during the collapse of the magnetic field or following mass extinctions when new ecological niches open up. Further, mutations depend upon active biological processes that occur at different stages of genomic and embryological developmental. They do not depend upon the physics of constant radiometric decay. In any case, without evidence from the fossil record (older than 550 Mya) with which to calibrate the molecular clock, its reliability in dating the origin of the Cambrian animal phyla (at between 1 and 1.2 bya) remains highly questionable. The accuracy of the molecular clock is still problematical, at least for phylum divergences, for the estimates vary by some 800 million years depending upon the techniques and or the molecules used. It is not clear that molecular clock dates can ever be applied reliably to such geologically remote events as Neoproterozoic branchings within the Metazoa.

Thus, as paleontologist Simon Conway Morris concludes, “a deep history extending to an origination in excess of 1,000 Myr is very unlikely.”

V. EVIDENCE OF DESIGN?

Our discussion has suggested the inadequacy of the neo-Darwinian and punctuationalist mechanisms as explanations for the origin of the new organisms and body plans that arise in the Cambrian period. We have suggested that the punctuationalist model of evolutionary change also fails to explain key features of the fossil record. In this section, we now expand our critique of these models of undirected evolutionary change and propose an alternative. In particular, we want to suggest that the pattern of Cambrian fossil evidence suggests intelligent foresight, planning and design—not merely apparent design. We will argue, moreover, that the design hypothesis constitutes a better—more causally adequate—explanation than its naturalistic competitors for the salient features of the fossil record that we have analyzed above.

Opponents of the contemporary design hypothesis object to it claiming that it constitutes an argument from ignorance. Since, critics charge, we don't know how certain features of organisms arose, design theorists invoke intelligent design to cover our ignorance. Yet design theorists do not infer design just because known natural processes cannot explain the origin of certain features of biological organisms. Rather, they infer design because biological organisms manifest distinctive features, hallmarks or positive indicators of intelligently design systems—that is, organisms possess features that in any other realm of experience would trigger the recognition of prior intelligent activity. For example in his book *Darwin’s Black Box*, Michael Behe has inferred design not only because the gradualistic mechanism of natural selection acting on random variation does not seem sufficient to produce “irreducibly complex” systems, but also because in our experience “irreducible complexity” is invariably a feature of systems known to have been designed by intelligent agents or engineers. That is, whenever we see systems that have the feature of irreducible complexity and we know the causal story about how such systems originated, invariably intelligent design played a role in the origin
of such systems. Thus, Behe infers intelligent design as the best explanation for the origin of irreducibly complexity in cellular molecular motors, for example, based upon what we know, not what we do not know, about the causal powers of nature and intelligent agents, respectively.

Similarly, earlier in this volume Stephen Meyer (writing on his own) argued that the "specified complexity" or "information content" of DNA and proteins implicates a prior intelligent cause, again because "specified complexity" and "high information content" constitute a distinctive hallmark (or signature) of intelligence. Indeed, in all cases where we know the causal origin of "high information content" or "specified complexity," experience has shown that intelligent design played a causal role. Thus, when we encounter such information in the bio-macromolecules necessary to life, we may infer—based upon our knowledge of established cause-effect relationships—that an intelligent cause operated in the past to produce the information necessary to the origin of life. Design theorists infer a past intelligent cause based upon knowledge of present cause and effect relationships. Inferences to design thus employ the standard uniformitarian method of reasoning used in all historical sciences. These inferences do not constitute arguments from ignorance any more than any other well-grounded inferences in geology, archeology or paleontology—where provisional knowledge of cause-effect relationships derived from present experience guides our inferences about the causal past.

Our inference to intelligent design based upon the data of the Cambrian explosion will employ a similar method of reasoning. We have already shown that present naturalistic models of explanation do not adequately explain the pattern of fossil evidence associated with the Cambrian explosion. We will now argue that, based upon our experience, intelligent design does provide a better explanation of the salient features of the Cambrian fossil data. We now consider these features (in the roughly the reverse order as they were discussed in Part II).

V.A. The “Quantum” Increase in Specified Biological Information

To build an animal—that is, a multi-cellular system with specialized tissues, organs, and architectural features—from a single-celled organism requires a vast amount of new functionally specified information. Suppose we begin with single-celled eukaryotes (say, ciliated protists such as *Tetrahymena* or *Paramecium*), and ask what separates such organisms from a trilobite or a mollusk. As noted above, one useful metric of complexity is number of cell types.94 (See Figure 5) Although specialized internally, with a nucleus and various organelles, the single-celled eukaryote represents, obviously, a single type of cell. Not so with the trilobite or mollusk, where dozens of specific tissues and organs require "functionally dedicated," or specialized, cell types. To build an animal, therefore, requires at a minimum building novel cell types. But cell types themselves require specialized proteins. An epithelial cell lining a gut or intestine which secretes a digestive enzyme, for instance, requires (minimally) structural proteins to modify its shape, regulatory enzymes to control the secretion of the digestive enzyme, and, the digestive enzyme itself. All such novel proteins will derive from novel gene sequences—that is, from new specified information. Moreover, the organisms that suddenly appeared in the
Cambrian had many more novel and specialized cell types (and thus many more novel and
specialized proteins) than the much more simple organisms found in the Precambrian. Hence, they would have required (at minimum) a vast amount of new genetic information.

How can we best explain such a discontinuous or “quantum” increase in biological
information? As Meyer argued in a previous essay about the origin of life, intelligent
design does provide a sufficient causal explanation for the origin of large amounts of
information, since we have considerable experience of intelligent agents generating
informational configurations of matter. To quote information theorist Henry Quastler,
the “creation of new information is habitually associated with conscious activity.”
Yet whether intelligent design constitutes a necessary or best causal explanation for the
biological information that arises in the Cambrian depends upon whether or not other
causally adequate explanations exist. In Meyer’s previous discussion of the origin of
genetic information in a pre-biotic context, he argued against the sufficiency of three broad
classes of naturalistic explanation for the origin of the genetic information required to
make a cell in the first place. He argued that neither chance, nor pre-biotic natural
selection acting on random variations, nor physical-chemical necessity (i.e., self-
organization) sufficed to explain the origin of biological information starting from simple
chemistry. Since only intelligent design suffices as a causal explanation for the origin of
information, he concluded that intelligent design represents the best explanation for the
origin of the information necessary to build the first living cell.

Nevertheless, the origin of information in the Cambrian fossils presents a different
situation. Clearly, the amount of information represented by the many novel genes,
proteins and morphological structures that arise in the Cambrian defies the explanatory
resources of chance, especially given the limited time involved in the explosion. And, as
Meyer noted, aperiodic specified information of any type, cannot in principle arise from
self-organizational principles or laws of necessity. Nevertheless, neo-Darwinists would
argue that in a biological as opposed to a pre-biotic context, the neo-Darwinian
mechanism of natural selection acting on random variation does play a significant role in
generating novel information. Thus, for intelligent design to stand as the best,
rather than just a plausible, explanation for the origin of biological information in the Cambrian, one
must show the inadequacy of the Darwinian mechanism as an explanation for the origin of
the information required to build a new body plan.

V.A.1. Natural Selection, Genes and Proteins

According to neo-Darwinism, novel genes and proteins arise as the result of
natural selection acting on random variations or mutations in the genetic material of
organisms. Neo-Darwinists assume that, given the complexity of proteins and DNA (to
say nothing of whole organisms), chance variations and mutations alone will not suffice to
explain the origin of new biological forms. Richard Dawkins, for example, likens an
organism to a high mountain peak. He compares the task of climbing the sheer precipice
up the front side of the mountain to that of building a new organism by chance. He
acknowledges that this approach up “Mt. Improbable” will not succeed. Yet he suggests
that there is a gradual slope up the back side of the mountain that could be climbed in
small incremental steps. In his analogy, the back side up “Mt. Improbable” corresponds to the process of natural selection acting on random changes in the genetic text. What chance alone cannot accomplish blindly or in one leap, natural selection (acting on random variations and mutations) can accomplish through the cumulative effect of many slight successive steps. Thus, according to neo-Darwinists, evolution does not leap from one cell type directly to five, or from 6,000 genes to 10,000, but occurs as natural selection preserves many small, advantageous mutations resulting initially in new individual proteins.

Even so, neo-Darwinism still envisions biological information arising initially from random mutations in the genetic text. According to the synthetic theory, novel biological information first arises as the result of mutations in DNA and then gradually accumulates as natural selection favors any resulting functionally advantageous changes. Natural selection can only select what random variations and mutations first generate. Thus, even in neo-Darwinism, random mutations remain the initial engine of information generation.

This ineliminable element of randomness poses several probabilistic problems for neo-Darwinism, even if one takes the action of natural selection into account. First, experimental work in molecular biology, particularly some using a technique known as cassette mutagenesis, has shown that proteins (and thus the genes that produce them) are highly specified relative to biological function. Though many amino acid sites do tolerate considerable variation, many key active sites in proteins do not. At many active sites any amino acid substitution will result in a radical loss of biological function. Moreover, even many sites that allow some variation still do not allow just any amino acid as a substitute. Further, multiple as opposed to single amino acid substitutions very quickly result in functional loss, even at sites that allow considerable variation when all other sites are not changed (from their wild type). The cumulative affect of these constraints suggests that the set of functional polypeptide sequences represents an exceedingly small proportion of the total number of combinatorial possibilities and that, as a consequence, individual proteins represent highly improbable arrangements of matter.

Second, developments in probability and complexity theory have made possible a rigorous calculation of the Universal Probability Bound—the point at which appeals to chance in explanations become unreasonable even on a cosmic scale. In particular, the probability theorist William Dembski has recently refined the work of the earlier probabilist Emile Borel. Dembski shows that chance can be eliminated as a plausible explanation for specified systems of small probability, whenever the complexity of the system exceeds the available probabilistic (or more, precisely, specificational) resources. He then (conservatively) calculates a universal probability bound of $1/10^{150}$ corresponding to the probabilistic/specificational resources of the known universe. This number provides a theoretical basis for excluding appeals to chance as the best explanation for specified events of probability less than $1/2 \times 1/10^{150}$. As Richard Dawkins has said, “we can accept a certain amount of luck in our explanations, but not too much.” Dembski’s work establishes a theoretical upper limit on the amount of “luck” that any theory can plausibly invoke in explanation.
Conjoining the results of cassette mutagenesis experiments with Dembski’s analysis, implies that random variations or mutations will not, in all probability, suffice to produce many of the essential genes and proteins necessary to the morphological innovations that appear with Cambrian animals. As Meyer discussed in an earlier essay, the improbability of randomly assembling even a modest protein (150 or so amino acids in length) in a pre-biotic domain vastly exceeds the so-called Universal Probability Bound, the point at which appeals to chance become unreasonable given the probabilistic resources of the entire universe. Of course, the odds of generating a functional protein of the same length in a biotic, as opposed to a prebiotic, domain improve considerably (due to the homochirality of amino acids in vivo and the existence of an apparatus for polymerizing amino acids correctly [i.e., with peptide linkages]). Nevertheless, the complexity of the proteins required to achieve significant morphological innovations frequently far exceeds that of the simple 100-150 amino acid long molecules evaluated in the pre-biotic case. Recall that cassette mutagenesis work fixed the probability of attaining the correct sequencing at random for a single short protein 100 amino acids in length at less than 1 chance in $10^{65}$. This number does not exceed the Universal Probability Bound (the point at which appeals to chance become unreasonable given the probabilistic resources of the entire universe), but it does arguably exceed the probabilistic resources corresponding to the time available for macroevolutionary transitions on the ancient earth.

In any case, the morphological changes required by macro-evolutionary transitions require many longer proteins with highly specialized functions. Susumu Ohno has noted that many Cambrian animals would have required complex proteins such as hemoglobin. Hemoglobin molecules in extant organisms comprise more than 580 amino acids, many of which (especially in the protein’s center) cannot be changed without dramatic losses of function. These molecules represent vastly improbable (and information rich) arrangements of matter. Reasonable extrapolations of Sauer’s work suggest that the probability of producing functionally sequenced proteins of this length at random far exceeds the Universal Probability Bound of 1 chance in $10^{150}$. Clearly, random mutations alone will not explain the origin of the functionally specified genetic information necessary to produce many of the proteins necessary to major morphological innovations.

Of course, neo-Darwinists do not envision a completely random process of information generation or a random search through the space of combinatorially possible nucleotide sequences. They see natural selection acting to preserve small advantageous variations in genetic sequences and their corresponding protein products. Yet, the extreme specificity and complexity of proteins presents a difficulty, not only for the chance origin of specified biological information (i.e., for random mutations act alone), but also for the mechanism of natural selection acting on random mutations.

There are two reasons for this. First, many biologically necessary proteins pose a very high threshold of functionality for the operation of natural selection. Many neo-Darwinists envision novel proteins arising from genes produced by random variations in (what was originally) non-coding DNA. Yet by all accounts most functional genes and
proteins are far too complex to arise all at once by chance, even starting from some other existing gene or protein. Thus, any process of gradual assembly would necessarily generate many non-functional (or functionally unspecified) precursor sequences. Yet these sequences would confer no survival advantage on organisms that possess them. Natural selection only favors functional advantage. It cannot select or favor nucleotide sequences or polypeptide chains that do not yet perform biological functions. Yet evolving genes and proteins must in all probability range through a series of non-functional precursors or intermediate sequences that natural selection will not detect, “see,” or preserve. As geneticist George Miklos explains the problem, “in most cases natural selection is an editor rather than a composer and an editor does not remove changes which it cannot perceive.”

Thus, on the one hand, many genes and their corresponding proteins are too highly complex and specified to arise by chance alone. On the other, natural selection cannot favor such information-rich sequences until they have arisen. Indeed, adaptive advantage accrues only after the generation of functional proteins and (the genes that produce them). Since natural selection cannot favor a polypeptide sequence until it confers functional advantage, essentially random processes must account for the assembly of novel genes and their protein products before natural selection can have any effect. And yet, again the complexity of many functionally essential proteins exceeds what one can reasonably expect to arise by an undirected mutations within a realistically limited amount of time.

This need for functional sequences to arise before natural selection can have any effect helps to explain why computer “simulations” of Darwinian information generation have no biological analogue. As Meyer noted in his essay on the origin of life, actual computer simulations of the mutation/selection mechanism only succeed in generating new specified information by the illicit expedient of providing the computer with a target sequence and treating relatively greater proximity to this sequence, not actual functional sequencing, as a selection criterion. In Richard Dawkins’ simulation, for example, he provides the computer with the specific information he wants it to generate (“Methinks it is like a weasel”). In biology, however, where differential survival depends upon maintaining function, selection can not occur before new functional sequencing arises. To employ Dawkins’ metaphor again, even the incremental steps up the back-side of Mt. Improbable (corresponding to the generation of new genes and proteins) actually involve steep vertical increases in complexity that exceed the reach of chance alone. In these cases, natural selection can do nothing to overcome the odds of scaling “Mt. Improbable,” since the new functional thresholds that natural selection needs to operate exceed what random variation alone could conceivably accomplish given available time. If Mt. Improbable represents the task of building highly complex novel proteins, then Mt. Improbable does not have a gradually sloping backside.

Neo-Darwinists also envision novel genes and proteins arising from existing genetic text by numerous successive mutations in genes that already code for functional proteins. To adapt Dawkins’ metaphor, they envision gradually climbing down one mountain peak and then scaling another. Nevertheless, cassette mutagenesis experiments
establishing the specificity of proteins show that most proteins will admit only a limited number of changes before losing function. Within “the adaptive landscape” corresponding to the space of combinatorially possible amino acid sequences, individual proteins represent highly isolated functional buttes or plateaus separated on all sides by vast stretches of flat desert. This “adaptive landscape” pictures a limit to the amount of change that proteins can allow in their amino acid sequences before losing the function that makes them advantageous to survival. Indeed, cassette mutagenesis experiments suggest that proteins will often tolerate some changes in amino acids at single sites without losing function, but will not tolerate multiple changes at separate sites—without dramatic functional loss. Yet to turn one protein into another with a completely novel function requires many coordinated changes at many separate amino acid sites. As Zuckerkandl has observed:

> Although abstractly speaking, any polypeptide chain can be transformed into any other by successive amino acid substitutions and other mutational events, in concrete situations the pathways between a poorly and a highly adapted molecule will be mostly impracticable. Any such pathway, whether the theoretically shortest, or whether a longer one, will perforce include stages of favorable change as well as hurdles [to function]. Of the latter, some will be surmountable and some will not.”

More recent theorists concur. Stuart Kauffman who describes adaptive evolution as a “complex combinatorial optimization process,” has rejected the adequacy of the mutation and selection mechanism for a similar reason. Kauffman notes that “peaks” of function are so highly isolated on “the adaptive landscape” that random methods of searching the space of combinatorial possibilities seems a highly implausible means of finding other functional peaks. He instead asserts the need for some kind of non-Darwinian “self-organizational” process or mechanism, though he has yet to provide any specific empirical support for the existence of one in nature.

Some would argue that the probabilistic difficulties described above apply only to random mutations that occur one nucleotide base pair at a time, either in the form of point mutations or deletions. They would argue that mutations involving larger sections of genetic text—such as those produced by gene duplications, insertions, inversions and recombinations—could conceivably overcome the probabilistic difficulties associated with generating new functional sequences in combinatorial sequence space. Nevertheless, if one must generate a specified text of small probability (i.e., functionally specified information), it matters very little whether one starts with an existing text and then rearranges blocks of letters at random, or whether one changes letters one at a time, or whether one begins with a pile of unsequenced letters. In each case, enormous probabilistic hurdles must be overcome. To see why imagine a computer “mutating” at random the text of the play *Hamlet* by duplicating, inverting, recombining and changing various sections. Rearranging larger sections of the text of *Hamlet* at random will yield
many meaningful sections of *Hamlet* interspersed with gibberish. Thus, to transmute *Hamlet* into some other meaningful text, say, Stephen Hawking’s best seller *A Brief History of Time*, would still require altering longer strings of gibberish character by character (especially those produced by inversions of original text), breaking down the meaningful sections of the *Hamlet* text into smaller constitutive parts (such as single words or letters), and then rearranging the new shorter sections (words and letters) into a new meaningfully sequenced text. Consequently, an undirected shuffling of larger sections of the text of *Hamlet* would seem (appreciably) no more likely to result in another meaningful text such as Hawking’s *A Brief History*, than would a random shuffling of single words or a random letter by letter alteration of the existing Shakespearean text. In either case, the path to a meaningful sequence requires sequencing or re-sequencing many, many short strings of characters. Similarly, to get functional sequencing from randomly assorted blocks of pre-existing genetic text would also seem to require re-sequencing short sections of larger blocks of text, (most probably still involving many individual base changes). In any case, random processes would not seem at all likely to produce either a complete copy of Hawking from *Hamlet*, or, for example, a gene for hemoglobin from a gene for an RNA-polymerase, even granting multiple millions of undirected iterations—a condition that living organisms cannot allow without risking death. As mathematician Marcel Schutzenberger explained as early as 1966 at the Wistar Institute “Mathematical Challenges to neo-Darwinism” conference:

> if we try to simulate such a situation [the production of specified genetic information] by making changes randomly at the typographic level (letter by letter or by blocks, the size of the unit doesn’t really matter) on computer programmes, we find that we have no chance (that is, less than one chance in 10(1000)) even to see what the modified program would compute; it just jams.113 (emphasis added)

Novel proteins represent the smallest unit of functional change in biology. New cell types, organs and structures all require many novel and specialized proteins and aggregates of proteins acting in close coordination. At the lowest level, morphological change is denominated in novel proteins. Yet if even some essential proteins represent functional plateaus too high or highly isolated on the adaptive landscape to be reached by chance variation alone, then these proteins will also exceed the creative power of the selection/mutation mechanism. Given the lack of other sufficient “self-organizational” or naturalistic mechanisms, intelligent design stands as the best, and only causally sufficient, explanation for the origin of the large amounts of specified information necessary to build novel proteins. Intelligent agents routinely create large amounts of specified information. They can select functional goals before they exist, and then actualize them in accord with a preconceived design. Natural selection cannot do this. It has no foresight.

Ironically, even attempts to avoid the difficulty posed by the Cambrian explosion often presuppose the need for such foresight. As noted, Susumo Uno, the originator of the hypothesis of macroevolution by gene duplication, has argued that mutation rates of
extant genes are not sufficiently rapid to account for the amount of genetic information that arose suddenly in the Cambrian. Hence he posits the existence of a prior “pananimalian genome” that would have contained all the genetic information necessary to build every protein needed to build the Cambrian animals. His hypothesis envisions this genome arising in a hypothetical common ancestor well before the Cambrian explosion began. On this hypothesis, the differing expression of separate genes on the same master genome would explain the great variety of new animal forms found in the Cambrian strata.

While Ohno’s hypothesis does preserve the core evolutionary commitment to common descent (or monophyly), it nevertheless has a curious feature from the standpoint of neo-Darwinism. In particular, it envisions the pananimalian genome arising well before its expression in individual animals. Specific genes would have arisen well before they were used, needed or functionally advantageous. Hence, the individual genes within the pananimalian genome would have arisen in a way that, again, would have made them imperceptible to natural selection. This not only creates a problem for the neo-Darwinian mechanism, but it also seems to suggest, as Simon Conway Morris has recently intimated, the need for foresight or teleology to explain the Cambrian explosion. Indeed, the origin of a massive, unexpressed pre-Cambrian genome containing all the information necessary to build the proteins required by not-yet-existent Cambrian animals, would strongly suggest intelligent foresight or design at work in whatever process gave rise to the pananimalian genome.

If there isn’t enough time to have a reasonable chance of “finding” (by chance) new functional gene sequences in combinatorial sequence space, then natural selection, operating as it does after the fact, will not have a new functionally advantageous sequence upon which to act. On the other hand, an intelligent designer, conceiving, as intelligent agents can do, of distant goals before they are actualized, can put in place complex structures or informational sequences in anticipation of their future use. For this reason, intelligent design constitutes a better explanation than the neo-Darwinian mechanism for the origin of the complex functionally specific information necessary to build the proteins required by the new cell types and animals that arise in the Cambrian.

V.A.2. Systems of Proteins, Novel Cell Types and Natural Selection

Some will, of course, categorically reject the conclusion that any individual protein could exceed the probabilistic resources available to the neo-Darwinian mechanism. Yet recent cassette mutagenesis experiments establishing the extreme specificity of proteins conjoined with the recent calculations of the Universal Probability Bound (based upon very conservative assumptions) entail precisely this conclusion. Nevertheless, perhaps individual proteins are not quite as functionally specified as recent experiments suggest. Perhaps recent calculations of the Universal Probability Bound need revising. Yet even if one concedes these assumptions and accepts that the neo-Darwinian mechanism might suffice to explain the origin of a novel protein (of average length and complexity), it does not follow this mechanism can account for the origin of the animals that arise in the Cambrian. As noted, the new animals of the Cambrian explosion would have required many new cell types and, with them, many new types of proteins acting in close
coordination. It follows, therefore, that if the neo-Darwinian mechanism cannot explain
the origin of new cell types (and the systems of proteins they require), it cannot explain
the origin of the Cambrian animals. Yet given the number of novel proteins required by
even the most basic evolutionary transformations, this now seems to be precisely the
case.

Consider, for example, the transition from a prokaryotic cell to a eukaryotic cell. This
transition would have produced the first appearance of a novel cell type in the
history of life. Compared to prokaryotes, eukaryotes have a more complex structure
including a nucleus, a nuclear membrane, organelles (such as mitochondria, the endoplasmic
reticulum, and the golgi apparatus), a complex cytoskeleton (with microtubules, actin
microfilaments\textsuperscript{117} and intermediate filaments)\textsuperscript{118} and motor molecules.\textsuperscript{118} Each of these
features requires new proteins to build or service, and thus, as a consequence, more
genetic information. (For example, the spooled chromosome in a modern eukaryotic yeast
\textit{Saccharomyces} cell has about 12.5 million base pairs, compared to about 580,000 base
pairs in the prokaryote \textit{Mycoplasma}.)\textsuperscript{119} The need for more genetic information in
eukaryotic cells in turn requires a more efficient means of storing genetic information.
Thus, unlike prokaryotic cells which store their genetic information on relatively simple
circular chromosomes, the much more complex eukaryotic cells store information via a
sophisticated spooling mechanism.\textsuperscript{120} Yet this single requirement—the need for a more
efficient means of storing information—necessitates a host of other functional changes
each of which requires new specialized proteins (and yet more genetic information) to
maintain the integrity of the eukaryotic cellular system.

For example, nucleosome spooling requires a complex of specialized histones
proteins (with multiple recognition and initiation factors) to form the spool around which
the double stranded DNA can wind.\textsuperscript{121} Spooled eukaryotic DNA in turn uses “intron
spacers,” (dedicated sections of non-coding DNA), in part to ensure a tight electrostatic
fit between the nucleosome spool and the cords of DNA.\textsuperscript{122} This different means of
storing DNA in turn requires a new type of DNA polymerase to help access, “read,” and
copy genetic information during DNA replication. (Indeed, recent sequence comparisons
show that prokaryotic and eukaryotic polymerases exhibit stark differences).\textsuperscript{123} Further,
eukaryotes also require a different type of RNA polymerase to facilitate transcription.
They also require a massive complex of five jointly necessary enzymes to facilitate
recognition of the promoter sequence on the spooled DNA molecule.\textsuperscript{124} The presence of
intron spacers in turn requires editing enzymes (including endonucleases, exonucleases
and splicesomes) to remove the non-coding sections of the genetic text and to reconnect
coding regions during gene expression.\textsuperscript{125} Spooling also requires a special method of
capping or extending the end of the DNA text in order to prevent degradation of the text
on linear (non-circular) eukaryotic chromosomes.\textsuperscript{126} The system used by eukaryotes to
accomplish this end also requires a complex and uniquely specialized enzyme called a
telomerase.\textsuperscript{127}

Thus, one of the “simplest” evolutionary transitions, that from one type of single-
celled organism to another, requires the origin of many tens of specialized novel proteins,
many of which (such as the polymerases) alone represent massively complex, and
improbably specified molecules. Moreover, many, if not most, of these novel proteins play functionally necessary roles in the eukaryotic system as a whole. Without specialized polymerases cell division and protein synthesis will shut down. Yet polymerases have many protein subunits containing many thousands of precisely sequenced amino acids. Without editing enzymes, the cell would produce many non-functional polypeptides, wasting vital ATP energy and clogging the tight spaces within the cytoplasm with many large useless molecules. Without tubulin and actin the eukaryotic cytoskeleton would collapse (or would never have formed). Indeed, without the cytoskeleton the eukaryotic cell can not maintain its shape, divide, or transport vital materials (such as enzymes, nutrients, signal molecules, or structural proteins). Without telomerases the genetic text on a linear spooled chromosome would degrade, again, preventing accurate DNA replication and eventually causing the parent cell to die.

Even a rudimentary analysis of eukaryotic cells suggests the need for, not just one, but many novel proteins acting in close coordination to maintain (or establish) the functional integrity of the eukaryotic system. Indeed, the most basic structural changes necessary to a eukaryotic cell produce a kind of cascade of functional necessity entailing many other innovations of design, each of which necessitates specialized proteins. Yet the functional integration of the proteins parts in the eukaryotic cell poses a severe set of probabilistic obstacles to the neo-Darwinian mechanism, since the suite of proteins necessary to eukaryotic function must, by definition, arise before natural selection can act to select them. This means that natural selection cannot contribute to the process of information generation until after the information necessary to build the requisite proteins has arisen. Thus, random variations alone must again do the creative work of information generation. Yet the odds against the random assembly of the genes required to produce the proteins for this most rudimentary evolutionary transition far exceed (by many hundreds of orders of magnitude) the odds against the chance origin of the information necessary to build a single protein of average length—itself a most improbable proposition (see above).

Of course, neo-Darwinists imagine the origin of complex systems arising incrementally with each of the functionally necessary parts. As George Johnson recently argued, “each part of a complex molecular machine does not evolve by itself . . . . The several parts evolve together, in concert, precisely because evolution acts on the system, not its parts. . .” Yet this rhetorical gloss conceals formidable difficulties. To alter the proteins of one functionally integrated system to produce another, involves altering the genetic constituents of the system, which implies, most implausibly, that multiple coordinated mutations will occur virtually simultaneously and in succession. As T.H. Frazzetta has explained, “phenotypic alteration of integrated systems requires an improbable coincidence of genetic (and hence, heritable phenotypic) modifications of a tightly specified kind.” Yet the extreme specificity of the protein components, and the functional dependence of the whole system, implies probabilistic limits to allowable genetic change. Genetic change affecting any one of the necessary components, unless matched by many corresponding—and vastly improbable—genetic changes will result in
functional loss, and often, death. For this reason, as Frazzetta concludes, “We are still left with the unabating need to explain evolutionary changes in systems that have the operational integration characteristic of things we recognize as ‘machines’.”\(^\text{133}\)

In any case, evolutionary biologists have not offered any detailed neo-Darwinian account of the origin of the eukaryotic cellular system. True, Lynn Margulis’s endosymbiotic hypothesis seeks to explain how eukaryotes acquired their mitochondria, the organelle responsible for much of the eukaryotic cell’s energy production. Yet her hypothesis (which is fraught with difficulties on its own terms)\(^\text{134}\) does not attempt to explain the origin of the eukaryotic cell as a whole. According to Margulis, prokaryotic bacteria somehow incorporated a primitive cellular system (without digesting it), and this system eventually became an independent subsystem within the emerging eukaryotes. Whatever its merits or difficulties, the endosymbiotic hypothesis gives no account for the origin of the other organelles specific to eukaryotes, or the cytoskeleton, or the eukaryotic information processing system (with its many complex and specialized proteins). Nor does the endosymbiotic hypothesis attempt to explain the origin of the system of proteins and nucleic acids operating within mitochondria itself. Instead, it merely posits the absorption of one tightly integrated system by another, without explaining how any mutually interdependent system of proteins could arise by neo-Darwinian means in the first place.

Yet if the neo-Darwinian mechanism cannot account for the origin of a single new cell type (and the system of functionally integrated proteins that it requires), it is difficult to see how it can account for whole new animal forms, since these forms require many new cell types and suites of proteins. If mutation/selection cannot account for the most rudimentary evolutionary transition—from one type of one-celled organism to another—it seems \textit{a fortiori} highly doubtful that it could account for the origin of novel animal forms (each of which require many new types of cells and systems of proteins) whether starting from either a one-celled organism or some other simpler animal form. Indeed, given the number of new proteins represented by the origin of the Cambrian animals, it seems very doubtful that any plausible revision of the Universal Probability Bound or estimates of protein specificity will appreciably improve the plausibility of the neo-Darwinian mechanism as an explanation of the Cambrian explosion.

\textit{V.A.3. Morphological Development, Body Plans and Natural Selection}

Yet the problem of explaining the Cambrian explosion by reference to the neo-Darwinian mechanism runs deeper still. To explain the origin of the Cambrian animals, one must not only explain the origin of new proteins and cell types, one must also account for the origin of new body plans. Yet if the selection/mutation mechanism cannot account for the origin of new cell types, it will again not account for the origin of new organs or body plans. To see why we must take a brief excursion into developmental biology.

More than any other subdiscipline of biology, the field of developmental biology has raised disquieting questions for neo-Darwinism. Developmental biology describes the process by which embryos develop into mature organisms. Within the past decade
developmental biologists have advanced tremendously in understanding how body plans are built during ontogeny. In model systems such as the fruit fly *Drosophila* and the nematode (worm) *Caenorhabditis elegans*, painstaking genetic research has uncovered many of the key embryonic regulators that switch cells into their differentiated adult types, and which set up the axes along which the body plan is organized. This research has also uncovered a profound difficulty cutting to the very core of the neo-Darwinian view of life.

To create significant changes in the form of organisms requires an attention to timing. Mutations in genetic material that are expressed late in the development of an organism will affect only few cells. Such mutations will not affect any significant changes in the form of the whole organism, and are unlikely be inherited by the next generation. Mutations that are expressed early in development, however, may affect many cells and could conceivably produce gross changes in the morphology of an organism.\(^{135}\) Thus, events that are expressed early in the development of organisms have the greatest, and probably the only realistic, chance of producing large scale macroevolutionary change.\(^{136}\) As Miklos and John explain, “macroevolutionary change” requires changes in “very early embryogenesis.”\(^{137}\)

Yet, as a number of recent studies in developmental biology make clear, mutations that are expressed early in development have inevitably deleterious (or at best neutral) effects,\(^ {138}\) including mutations in the crucially important “master regulator” or hox genes. For example, when early-acting body plan molecules, or morphogens, (such as bicoid which helps set up the anterior-posterior head-to-tail axis in the fly *Drosophila*) are perturbed, development shuts down.\(^ {139}\) The resulting embryos die. Moreover, there is a good reason for this. If an engineer modifies the length of the piston rods in an internal combustion engine, but does not modify the crankshaft accordingly, the engine won’t start. Similarly, processes of development are so tightly integrated temporally and spatially that one change early in development will require a host of other coordinated changes in separate but functionally interrelated developmental processes downstream. As the noted theorist Leigh Van Valen has observed, "development is integrated," with early events affecting all later events. As he explains:

> development ramifies out; later developmental decisions depend on earlier ones which are much fewer and have consequences which interact. Development is not a linear sequence. . .but an expanding network . . .\(^{140}\)

This tight functional integration helps explain why mutations early in development inevitably result in embryonic death and why even mutations that are expressed somewhat later leave organisms crippled. For example, a regulative mutation in the bithorax gene (expressed mid-way in the development of a fly) does produce an extra pair of wings on a normally two-winged creature. Nevertheless, this “innovation” produces a crippled fly that cannot fly because it lacks, among other things, a musculature to support the use of its new wings. Indeed, because the developmental mutation was not accompanied by the many other coordinated developmental changes that would have been
necessary to ensure the production of appropriate muscles at the appropriate place on the fly’s body, the original mutation did not lead to a positive morphological change, but to a strikingly deleterious one.

This problem has led to what University of Georgia geneticist John F. McDonald has called the "great Darwinian paradox."

He notes that the genes that are obviously variable within natural populations seem to affect only minor aspects of form and function—while those genes which govern major changes, the very stuff of macroevolution, apparently do not vary, or vary only to the detriment of the organism. As he puts it, “those [genetic] loci that are obviously variable within natural populations do not seem to lie at the basis of many major adaptive changes, while those loci that seemingly do constitute the foundation of many if not most major adaptive changes are not variable within natural populations.”

In other words, the kind of mutations that macroevolution needs (namely, beneficial regulatory or bauplane mutations that are generally expressed during early development) don’t occur, the kind it doesn’t need (namely, viable genetic mutations in DNA generally expressed late in development) do occur (if still infrequently). Yet, as Darwin himself saw, and wrote, "nothing can be effected" by natural selection, "unless favorable variations occur."

As Soren Løvtrup put it:

...without variation, no selection: without selection, no evolution. This assertion is based on logic of the simplest kind, and it should be noted that the common implication of selection pressure as an evolutionary agent becomes void of sense unless the availability of the proper mutations is assumed.

Micro-evolution is insufficient; macroevolution—large scale change—is harmful. This paradox has beset neo-Darwinism from its inception. Discoveries about the genetic regulation of development in animals have made this paradox more acute and cast serious doubt on the efficacy of the neo-Darwinian mechanism as an explanation for the new body plans that arise in the Cambrian.

Developmental biology has also raised another, equally formidable, problem for the neo-Darwinian mutation/selection mechanism. Embryological evidence has long shown that DNA does not wholly determine morphological form. Therefore, mutations in DNA cannot account for the structural or morphological innovation required to construct the body plans that arise in the Cambrian. DNA (in conjunction with many specific proteins) directs protein synthesis. It also helps to regulate the timing and expression of the synthesis of various proteins within cells. Nevertheless, it does not on its own determine how individual proteins assemble themselves into larger aggregates or structures. Novel cell types, tissues and organs comprise many proteins arranged in very different and specific ways. Novel body plans in turn comprise very specific arrangements of whole organs and systems of organs (themselves made of proteins). While DNA certainly plays an important role in the synthesis of individual proteins, it...
does not determine the arrangement and configuration of proteins within these larger morphological structures.

Instead, other non-genetic factors—such as the structure and organization of the cell membrane and cytoskeleton—play important roles in determining cellular organization developmental pathways. For example, the shape and location of microtubules in the cytoskeleton influence the so-called “patterning” of embryos. Arrays of microtubules help distribute essential proteins used during development to their correct location in the cell.\(^{146}\) Of course, microtubules themselves are made of many protein subunits—that is, of gene products. Nevertheless, the protein subunits in the cell’s microtubules are identical to one another. Neither they nor the genes that produce them account for the different shapes and locations of microtubule arrays that distinguish different kinds of embryos and development pathways. As Jonathan Wells put it, “what matters in development is the shape and location of microtubule arrays, and the shape and location of a microtubule array is not determined by its units.”\(^{147}\) Two analogies may help. At a building site, builders will make use of many materials: lumber, wires, nails, dry wall, piping and window panes. Yet these building materials do not determine the floor plan of the house, or the arrangement of houses in a neighborhood or subdivision. Similarly, electronic circuits are composed of many components such as resistors, capacitors, and transistors, for example. Yet these lower level components do not determine their arrangement on an integrated circuit. Biological systems also depend upon hierarchical arrangements of parts. Genes and proteins are made from simple building blocks, nucleotide bases and amino acids, for example. Yet, proteins themselves (such as those that form microtubules) function as building blocks within larger morphological structures (such as microtubule arrays) and organismal body plans. Like the building materials at a construction site, or the electronic components in personal computer, individual proteins do not determine the organization of these higher level structures and organizational patterns.\(^{148}\) It follows, therefore, that the information on the DNA that codes for proteins does not determine them either.

These considerations present the most formidable, and indeed, in principle, challenge to the sufficiency of the neo-Darwinian mechanism. Neo-Darwinism seeks to explain the origin of new information, form and structure as the result of the selection of randomly arising variation, at a very low level within the biological hierarchy, namely, within the genetic text. Yet major morphological innovations depend upon a specificity of arrangement, at a much higher level of the organizational hierarchy, that DNA alone does not determine or produce. Therefore, mechanism of natural selection acting on random genetic mutation can not in principle account for the origin novel body plans.

Instead, the hierarchical and information-rich arrangements of parts in animal body plans bespeak design. At every level of the biological hierarchy organisms require a specified and highly improbable arrangements of lower lever constituents in order to maintain their form and function. Genes require specified arrangements of nucleotide bases, proteins require specified arrangements of amino acids, new cell types and organs require specified arrangements or systems of proteins, and body plans require specialized arrangements of cell types and organs. Organisms not only contain information-rich
components such as proteins and genes, but they comprise information-rich arrangements of these components and the subsystems made from them.

Based on our experience, we know that intelligent agents have the capacity to generate complex but functionally specified arrangements of matter—that is, to generate specified complexity or (specified) information. Moreover, human agents often design information-rich hierarchies, in which both individual modules, and the arrangement of those modules, exhibit complexity and specificity. Individual transistors, resistors and capacitors in an integrated circuit exhibit considerable complexity and specificity of design. Yet at a higher level of organization, the specific arrangement and connection of these components within an integrated circuit reflects further design. This power to arrange parts in accord with a functionally specified (but initially unrealized) plan characterizes intelligent human agents. Intelligent agents certainly can, and do, produce hierarchically organized and functionally specified arrangements of matter. Further, we know of no other causal entity that has this capacity. Certainly, we have good reasons to doubt that the neo-Darwinian mechanism does. Thus, based upon our present experience of the causal powers of various entities, and our theoretical analysis of the alleged efficacy of the neo-Darwinian mechanism, we can infer intelligent design as the best explanation for the origin of the hierarchical organization and specified complexity (or information) required to build the animal body plans that arise in the Cambrian. In other words, we infer that an intelligent agent (not unlike humans in its intelligence and power of agency) acted to generate the information-rich arrangement of parts that characterize the Cambrian animals.

V.B. The Persistence of Morphological Isolation or Disparity (Stasis)

Design also explains the existence of the morphological continuity of individual body plans and the persistence of the morphological disparity between separate animal body plans after the Cambrian explosion. As noted in Part I, the animal body plans that define the phyla remain remarkably stable in their basic architectural designs showing “no directional change”\(^\text{149}\) over geological history after their first appearance in the Cambrian. As a result of this observed “stasis” and the absence of “directional change,” the morphological disparity or isolation between distinct animal body plans has remained unbridged. Moreover, as noted in Parts V.A., developmental mechanisms constrain the degree to which organisms may vary without deleterious consequences.

Intelligent design also helps to explain these phenomena. Human experience suggests that designed objects have a functional integrity that makes the modification of some parts of their basic architecture difficult or even impossible. Though the Model-A has been replaced by everything from the Yugo to the Honda Accord, the basic automobile “body plan”—which includes four wheels, two axles, a drive shaft, and a motor, for example—has remained unchanged from its first appearance in the late 19th century. (These are minimal requirements, of course; a “stretch” limousine may have another axle or additional wheels.) Further, despite the creation of many innovative variations, automobiles have also retained their "morphological distance" or structural disparity from other functionally distinct technological devices. Indeed, what we
recognize as morphological disparity in biological systems has a direct analogue in our own technology. In biology, what we recognize as a different organismal body plans are systems differing fundamentally from each other in their overall organization. A crinoid and a crab, for example, may exhibit some similarities in their low-level protein parts, but they differ fundamentally in their digestive systems, their nervous systems, and in the overall organization of their organs and body parts. In the same way, automobiles and airplanes have many similar parts, but they also differ in the composition of their distinguishing parts and in their overall organization. In both the biological and technological case, fundamental structural discontinuities often reflect different functional requirements.

Moreover, the presence of such structural disparities or discontinuities between complex functionally integrated systems represents another distinctive feature of designed systems. Consider a non-biological example. The basic technology of the CD-ROM (as employed for instance in audio systems and computers) did not “evolve” incrementally from earlier technologies, such as magnetic media (e.g., digital tape or disc storage) or analog systems such as the once-standard long-playing (LP) record. Indeed it could not. In an analog recording, information is stored as three-dimensional microscopic grooves in a vinyl surface and is detected mechanically by a diamond stylus. This means of storing and detecting information differs fundamentally, as a system, from the digitally-encoded pits storing data in the silvered surface of a CD-ROM, where information is detected optically, not mechanically, by a laser beam. Moreover, as a novel system, the CD-ROM had to be engineered from scratch, and, as a result, it displays a striking structural disparity or isolation from all other types of technological devices, indeed, even those that perform roughly the same function. While minor new features may "accrete" to its basic design architecture, a deep and impassable functional gulf separates the CD ROM as a system, from other technological systems. As Michael Denton expresses the point, "What is true of sentences and watches is also true of computer programs, airplane engines, and in fact of all known complex systems. Almost invariably, function is restricted to unique and fantastically improbable combinations of subsystems, tiny islands of meaning lost in an infinite sea of incoherence."150 In our experience, such complex and structurally isolated systems, i.e., those that perform specialized functions, invariably result from intelligent design. One might say, therefore, that functional and structural disparity or isolation constitutes a diagnostic of designed systems. Indeed, intelligent design explains the existence and persistence of structural or morphological disparity, or the morphological isolation and “stasis” of animal body plans in the fossil record.

V.C. An Inverted Cone of Diversity: Disparity Preceding Diversity

Design also explains another feature of the Cambrian explosion, the so-called "inverted cone of diversity." As stated above, the fossil record shows a hierarchical “top-down” pattern in which phyla-level morphological disparity appears first followed only later by species-level diversity. Major innovations in body plans precede minor variations on basic designs. This pattern also suggests actual design for several reasons.
Neo-Darwinism seeks to explain the origin of novel body plans by starting with simpler body plans and gradually assembling animals with more complex body plans via the gradual accumulation of small successive material variations. Thus, neo-Darwinism employs what might be called a “bottom-up” mode of causation. On such a "bottom-up" approach, small-scale diversification eventually produces large-scale morphological disparity—which we recognize as a difference in body plan. The "bottom-up" metaphor thus describes a kind of self-assembly in which the gradual production of the material parts eventually generates the organization of the whole. Indeed, this approach suggests that the parts stand causally prior to the organization of the whole. As we have argued, however, this approach encounters both paleontological and biological difficulties: the fossil record leaves no evidence of the occurrence of such a process and the morphological transformations that it requires are, in any case, biologically untenable.

But if a bottom-up approach to the generation of morphological disparity fails, perhaps a "top-down" approach will succeed. The "top-down" metaphor describes a form of causation that begins with a basic architecture, blueprint or plan for the whole and then proceeds to assemble parts in accord with it. On this scheme, the blueprint stands causally prior to the assembly and arrangement of the parts. But where could such a blueprint come from if not from the self-assembly of material constituents? One possibility involves a mental rather than material mode of causation. We know from experience that intelligent agents often conceive of plans prior to their material instantiation—that is, the intelligent design of a blue print often precedes the assembly of parts in a accord with a pre-conceived blue print. An observer touring the parts section of a General Motors plant will see no direct evidence of a prior blueprint for GM's new models, but will perceive the basic design plan immediately upon observing the finished product at the end of the assembly line. Designed systems, whether automobiles, airplanes or computers, invariably manifest a distinctive bauplan from their very first material instantiation. But the parts do not generate the whole. Rather, an idea of the whole directed the assembly of the parts.

This form of causation can certainly explain the pattern in the fossil record. As we have noted, the first material instantiation of new species in the Cambrian invariably manifest completely novel, morphologically disparate and functionally integrated body plans. Of course, the material parts and the body plans arise simultaneously, but so do they in other designed systems as we have seen. Thus, while the fossil record does not directly establish the existence of a prior mental plan or blue print, the existence of such a plan could certainly explain the top-down pattern of fossil evidence associated with the Cambrian explosion. In other words, if the body plans of the Cambrian animals did arise as the result of a “top down” mode of causation involving pre-conceived design plan, we would expect, from our experience of designed objects, to see precisely the pattern of evidence (with body plans arising simultaneously with their first material instantiation) that we do see in the fossil record. Further, as we have seen, materialistic “bottom-up” models of causation fail to explain this same pattern of fossil evidence because such models predict that the material parts of organisms should begin to arise within
intermediate forms before the appearance of novel and morphologically disparate body plans.

Design also explains why smaller-scale diversity arises after, and not before, morphological disparity in the fossil record, or, to put it more poetically, why the basic themes of life precede the variation on those themes. If, as we have argued, complex designed systems have a fundamental functional integrity that makes their alteration difficult, then we should not expect gradual mechanisms of change either to produce new body plans in the first place, or to alter them fundamentally after they have arisen. We might however expect to find variations on these basic themes within the functional limits established by a fundamental architecture or body plan. Fundamentally new forms of organization require design from scratch as in our CD ROM example above. (For example, airplanes did not arise gradually or incrementally from automobiles). Nevertheless, new innovations often accrete to novel designs provided the fundamental organizational plan is not altered. Since the invention of the automobile, all such systems have included four wheels, two axles, a drive shaft, and a motor. Though many new variations on the original model have arisen after the invention of the basic automobile design, all exemplify this same basic design plan. Interestingly, we also observe this pattern in the fossil record with morphological disparity preceding diversity. The major animal body plans appear first instantiated by a single (or very few) species. Then later many other varieties arise with many new features, yet all still exhibit the same basic body plan.

Experience shows a certain hierarchical relationship between functionally necessary and functionally optional features in designed systems. An automobile cannot function without two axles; it can function with or without twin I-beam suspension, anti-lock brakes or “stereo surround-sound.” This distinction between functionally necessary and optional features suggests the possibility of future innovation and variation on basic design plans, even as it imposes limits on the extent to which the basic designs themselves can be altered. The logic of designed systems, therefore, suggests precisely the kind of pattern that we see in the history of our own technological innovation and in the history of life following the Cambrian explosion (Compare Figures 9 and 14). For this reason, design can explain the pattern of morphological disparity preceding diversity in the Cambrian period (as well the persistence of body plan stasis after the emergence of disparity at the phyletic level).

V.D. Sudden Appearance and Absence of Ancestral Precursors

Finally the theory of intelligent design also explains both the sudden appearance of the animal body plans in the Cambrian and the absence of ancestral precursors in the pre-Cambrian. Given either a neo-Darwinian or punctuationalist theory of evolution, one would expect to find numerous transitional intermediate forms leading to the emergence of distinct body plans. Both these theories envision a “bottom-up” mode of causation in which material parts, or materially-instantiated intermediate forms of organization, necessarily precede the emergence of fully developed body plans. On the other hand, if body plans arose as the result of an intelligent agent acting to actualize an immaterial plan
or mental concept, then material precursors to the animal body plans need not exist in the fossil record. Thus, intelligent design can explain the absence of material antecedents in the fossil record. Immaterial plans need not leave a material trace. Conversely, given the problems with the artifact theory, neither evolutionary model can presently explain the dearth of material precursors and transitional intermediates in the pre-Cambrian rocks.

Similarly, both evolutionary models have a difficult time explaining the geologically sudden appearance of the Cambrian fauna—neo-Darwinism because its mechanism requires vast amounts of time; punctuated equilibrium because it lacks an efficacious mechanism of any kind. Neo-Darwinism in particular would not expect a geologically sudden appearance of animal form. As Darwin himself insisted “natura non facit saltum.” (“nature takes no leaps”). Yet intelligent agents can act suddenly or discretely in accord with their powers of volition. And the relatively sudden appearance of the animal phyla does suggests the possibility of a volitional act of a Creator. Darwin himself regarded evidence of real saltation (sudden appearance) as evidence for Divine Creation, (though, of course, he denied the existence of any such evidence). A discrete volitional act (or acts) of creation by an intelligent designer could, therefore, explain the sudden appearance of the Cambrian animals. Whereas, the sudden of appearance of the Cambrian animals presents a severe difficulty for the neo-Darwinian model. Thus, intelligent design provides a better, more causally adequate, explanation of this feature of the Cambrian explosion.

Of course, scientists wedded to a purely naturalistic approach to explanation, will instinctively deny the very possibility of “top-down” intelligent causation. Yet we regularly employ precisely this mode of explanation, especially when we encounter the kinds of patterns that we see in the fossil record. Indeed, we see in the fossil record several features that indicate, based upon our experience, a prior intelligent design, including: (1) a quantum increase in specified biological information, (2) the presence of structural (or “morphological”) disparities between separate organizational systems and (3) the emergence of large scale morphological disparity before the emergence of small scale diversity, i.e., the emergence of basic themes before the variations on those themes and (4) the sudden and simultaneous emergence of functionally-integrated material parts within novel organizational body plans. When we encounter objects that manifest any of these several features and we know how they arose, we invariably find that intelligent agency or design played a causal role in their origin. Thus, when we encounter all these same features in the fossil record, we may infer—based upon established cause-effect relationships and uniformitarian principles—that the same kind of cause operated in the history of life. In other words, intelligent design constitutes the best explanation for the origin of animal body plans in the Cambrian fossil record.
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